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AllSTRACT |

l

A methodology has been developed to extract generic risk based information from probabilistic
risk assessments (PRAs) of Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering (CE) pressurized water reactors
(PWRs) and apply the insights gained to Westinghouse and CE plants that have not been subjected to
a PRA. The available PRAs (five Westinghouse plants and one CE plant) were examined to identify the
most probable, i.e., dominant accident sequences at each plant. The goal was to include all sequences
which represented at least 80% of core damage frequency, if the same plant speciGe dominant accident
sequence appeared within this boundary in at least two plant PRAs, the sequence was considered to be
a representative sequence. Eleven sequences met this definition. From these sequences, the most
important component failures and human errors that contributed to each sequence have been prioritized.
Guidance is provided to prioritize the representative sequences and modify selected basic events that
have been shown to be sensitive to the plant specific design or operating variations of the contributing
PRAs. This risk based guidance can be used for utility and NRC activities including operator training,
maintenance, design review, and inspections.
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EXECtrl'IVE SUMMARY

Hackcround

in this document, a methodology is presented in which generic risk based information has been
extracted from probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) for pressurized water reactors (PWRs) whose
nuclear steam supply systems (NSSS) were designed by Westinghouse or Combustion Engineering (CE).
The insights gained have been organized into a matrix format which can be applied to various NRC and
utility activities, including inspection, operator training, maintenance and design review, at Westinghouse
or CE plants which have not been subjected to a PRA. The relative importance of the insights for each
individual plant can be assessed by applying plant. specific modifiers (weighting factors) which vary in

,

degree based on the plant specific design or operatint, characteristics.

This information can be integrated into various plant programs and activities. Some of the
applications include prioritization of maintenance activities, evaluation of plant modifications, operator
training, plant configuration controls, and inspeoions of important contributors to plant risk.

At the time when this methodology was formulated, five PRAs for Westinghouse plants, and one
PRA for a CE plant were available in a format suitable for evaluation, it was decided to integrate the
results of the six PRAs because the two types of plants, CE and Westinghouse, rupond to plant
transients in a reasonably similar manner. PRAs for plants with Babcock & Wilcox designed NSSS were
excluded because of the marked differences in plant transient response arising from the relatively small
water inventory of the steam generators and from the design characteristics of the integrated control
system (ICS).

The NRC has mandated that nuclear power plant licensees develop individual plant evaluations
(IPEs) via Generic letter 88 20.- At the present time, it has been reported that IW/c of the licensees
will respond to the requirements of the generic letter by performing full scope PRAs at least to the level
of calculating core damage frequency and containment failure. The methodology presented herein can
be used as a check on the completeness of the IPE PRAs.

Methodolocv Details

The insights gained from this methodology result from the identification of accident sequences
which are considered to be representative of the most risk significant accident sequences of
Westinghouse and CE PWRs. These accident sequences are grouped into three categories:

Loss of coolant accident (LOCA) sequenceso

Transient sequences*

Anticipated transient without scram (ATWS) sequences*

The six available PRAs were examined to identify the most probable, i.e., dominant, accident
sequences at each plant. If a sequence was dominant in two or more plants, it was considered to be a
representative accident sequence. Eleven generic accident sequences met this definition.

i
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The core damage frequency distribution among the representative sequences shows marked
differences from plant to plant. Such differences are attributable to the design and operational variations.
The available PRAs were reviewed to identify the characteristics that determine plant specific
vulnerabilities, both with respect to the overall susceptibilities to the particular accident sequences, and
to the important basic events. These risk significant features can be used to prioritize both the
representative accident sequences and the important basic events.

A summary of the methodology to assess the relative importance of the representative accident
sequences and their underlying basic events (component failures and human errors) is provided for
Westinghouse or CE plants. For each representative accident sequence, certain of the underlying
component failures or human errors are cross referenced to plant specific modifiers, which are weighting
factors used to evaluate the importance of the particular event for the plant in question. The
information or insights gained can then be applied to various utility or NRC activities such as operator
training, maintenance design review and inspections, with the overall objective of focussing on the most
risk significant areas.

In order to translate the insights of the plant specific evaluation process into a user friendly format
suitable for NRC inspection personnel, a matrix is provided in which the insights from the evaluation of
all af the representative accident sequences are reorganized to extract common information as it applies6

generally to systems. For example, all of the insights applicable to the Auxiliary Feedwater System which
happen to arise solely from four representative sequences, are listed under a single heading of' Auxiliary
Feedwater System." For each of those insights, which are essentially component failure modes or human
errors, the representative sequences in which they occur are listed, as well as the baseline importance
estimate for each event. For events which are sensitive to variations in plant design or operating
conditions, appropriate plant specific modifiers are cross referenced. This allows estimation of the plant
specific relative importances of components ar.d systems.

|
The inspection matrix itself consists of columns with the following headings. -

(1) Operations
(2) Surveillance 1

(3) Maintenance
(4) Inservice Inspection / Testing

(5) Calibration
(6) 1.icensed Operator Training / Emergency Operating Procedures

For each event, the most appropriate areas for inspection focus, e.g., operations or maintenance,
are identified.

s

Risk Sienificant. Plant Snecific Desien Factors

Risk significant, plant specific design factors which can have a significant influence on relative
- importances of the sequences, systems or components are the following:

For small break LOCAs, a design which provides automats switchover from the high*

pressure injection mode to the recirculation mode is significantly more reliable than a
design requiring manual switchover,

vi i
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in Westinghouse pt:,nts, high pressure recirculation cannot occur directly from the+

containment surr,.. The low pressure recirculation system pump (s) must be operational,
drawing suction from the containment sump, and discharging to the suction side of the high
pressure recirculation pump (s). In CE plants, the high pressure recirculation pumps can
draw suction directly from the containment sump.

For ice condenser containment designs, the smaller free volume results in a faster*

containment pressurization, as well as earlier spray initiation and depletion of the refueling
water storage tank (RWST). The early need for high pressure recirculation climinatet the
ckised cycle cooling option for the smaller LOCAs. This forces reliance on bleed and tecd
capability.

For large break LOCAs, a design which provides automatic switchover from the low*

pressure injection mode to the recirculation mode is significantly more reliable than a
design requiring manual switchover (analogous to the small break LOCA case).

For LOCAs outside containment, important preventive plant design features are normally*

closed motor-operated valves in the injection lines to the reactor coolant system, and
residual heat removal (RilR) suction line motor operated isolation valves which are closed
and interlocked with RCS pressure for all modes of plant operation except shutdown. (In
at least one plant, the interlock is bypassed once the plant is above startup conditions.) An
important preventive operating practice is periodic surveillance testing of high to low
pressure interfacing check valves upon repressurization of the RCS or after valve
movement.

The importance of the component cooling water (CCW) system is highly dependent upon*

the assessed integrity of the reactor coolant pump seals for the loss of cooling conditions.
In some plants, only the charging pump seals are cooled by CCW while the bearing and
motor lubrication systems are cooled by service water (SW). Therefore, the charging
pump would remain operational upon loss of CCW and so RCP seal cooling could be
maintained via the normal RCP seal injection flowpaths. Also, in some multi. unit sites.

- CCW flow can be provided from the other un4 upon loss of CCW in one unit.

The probability of successful decay heat removal is directly dependent upon the diversity*

and redundancy of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system and the feasibility of bleed and
feed. Some AFW designs can be severely disabled by the initiating event itself, such as a
loss of a 125V DC bus or the loss of the power conversion systems (PCS), such as main
feedwater or condensate.

The degree of redundancy in the emergency AC (EAC) power system is very influential in*

reducing the probability of Station Blackout (SBO) scenarios. At multi unit sites, the ability
to provide cross-tic power from one unit to the other also has a major impact in reducing
SBO_ probability,

vii
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Obiective

The objective of this atudy was to extract generic risk. based information from available
probabilistic risk assessments (PRAs) for Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering (CE) pressurized
water reactors (SWRs) for application to plants that have not been subjected to plant specific PRAs.
This infoin.ation is presented in the form of representative (or ' typical") accident sequences, and
associatcd basic events, (i.e., component failures, human actions) which can be prioritized by
approximating their importance to the frequency of core damage. The accident sequences identified are
those representing at least 80% of the total core damage frequency of the plant specific PRAs from
which they were derived'.

1.2 Backcround

The development of representative accident sequences and the associated PRA design and
operating insights was originally proposed for NRC inspection purposes. The intent was to identify
typical dominant accident sequences and generate a risk. based ranking of the contributing component
failures and human actions. This is intended to provide a rational allocation of inspection resources at
Westinghouse or CE plants without PRAs.

This methodology is an outgrowth of a successful plant specific inspection methodology first
proposed and implemented by the NRC at Region I. That methodology utilized the plant specific PRA
insights to focus on risk important equipment and human actions, and to assess plant response to
dominant accident sequences. The principal probabilistic elements included: accident initiators,
component failure modes, and human actions which can reduce or exacerbaic the accident consequences.
These elements are integrated into an inspection matrix format which is used to plan and implement
inspections and to evaluate plant performance. The emphasis was placed on relative risk importances
of plant equipment and human actions, and the collective contribution ofimportant events to risk of core
damage.

1.3 Scope and Limitations

This methodology focuses on core damage for simplicity and case of application. The scope is
generally limited to those systems that are important for the prevention of reactor core damage. The
containment and its associated systems are not addressed because not all PRAs calculate the probability
of containment failure. All PRAs, by definition, do calculate core damage frequency.

There is a certain degree of design uniformity which can be exploited to provide a generic risk-
based overview. However, the plant specific design and operating variations can be a significar-
influence on both total plant risk and the distribution among the contributing accident sequences.

1
For readers not intimately familiar with PRA terminology, a more detailed explanation
of the terms used in this report is provided in Section 5, page 51.

11
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This application is lim |ted to %c Westinghouse and Combustion Engineering PWR designs.
These two types of plants respond reaanably similarly to plant transients. Bateck and Wilcox (B&W)
PWRs are not addressed because the plant transient response differs significantly from the
aforernentioned NSSS designs because of the comparatively small steam generator inventory and the
inherent design features of the integrated control system.

<

Any usable generic application of PRA insights almost by definition, will not address every
circumstance likely to be encountered. Ilownc, the pertinent methodological details to enable a user
to make an informed decision are provided. The acci. lent sequence emphasis allows the key failures and
significant plant variations to be presented in a scoacnce context. This enables understanding of the
plant systern's design and operational interrelationships that can increase or decrease risk.

1.4 _ Report Structure and locic

This risk. based information has many plant applications, as summarized in Section 2. The
generation of PRA insights for inspection activitics is a major consideration of this program and is the
focus of the appendices. Other applications include prioritization of maintenance activitics, evaluation
of plant modifications, operator training and plant configuration controls. The results of a trial
inspection at the Fort Calhoun Station are presented, as well as the major overall insights arising from
this effort.

The report then presents the eleven representative accident sequences for Westinghouse or CE
PWRs (Section 3) that were developed from the PRAs of six PWRs (see Table 3.1). The representative
accident sequences are used as the framework for a discussion of the plant specific design or operating
variations that can influence sequence importance. The risk sipificant plant features are presented for
cach accident sequence in Section 4 with a qualitative u.essment of their impact on sequence
importance. The methWology for calculating the contributiar, of each basic event (component failures
and human actions) te the accident sequence frequency is di, cussed in Section 5.

The overall result is an accident sequence based re plication of risk insights to Wer inghouse and
a

CE PWRs that do not have plant specific PRAs. The tythodology is generic. However, risk significant
parameters can be incorposted to develop a plan' specific ranking of the representative accident
sequences and the associated basic events by taking into account plant design and operational variations.
These are provided in Table 5.1.

Appendix A presents an inspection matrix which is a composite, ranked listing of the basic events
with recommended areas of inspection. Unlike the preceding sections, the matrix is system based
because it is more amenable to certain inspection activitics. Appendix B provides general guidance on
the preparation for a PRA. based inspection and developing the matrix for a particular plant.

l
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2. POTENTIAL APPLICATIONS OF'IIIE hlLTIIODOLOGY

Although a plant specific PRA is certainly preferable, this methodology can be used for the
inspection of plant activitics and operations. The risk significant design and operating features, as well
as operating experiences, can be integrated into the representative accident sequences and associated
important events to develop plant specific sequences. This, in turn, will provide site 4pecific risk insignts
that can be used to prioritize plant activities.

The following summarires areas of potential applications of the methodology.

2.1 Annlications to Plant Oncrations

2.1.1 Training

This methodology provides plant risk insights and information related to plant strengths and
weaknesses in terms of potential core damage accident sequences and associated important contributors
or accident initiators. They may consist of failures of plant components or human actions or
combination of such events. These insights can be factored into the training program of plant personnel
including licensed control room operators.

Simulation of dominant accident sequences on a simulator can provide the plant operators
valuable training to cope with the most prehable accidents. Such exercises in parallel with the
Emergency Operating Procedures (EOPs) will provide thern insights and training of the plant
vulnerability, beyond single failure criteria, so as to mitigate and/or to recover from the event situations.
The objective is to familiarire them with the potential plant vulnerability, and thus to minimize the
potential human errors should such events occur.

2.1.2 Plant Configuration Control

It is common practice in a nuclear power plant to maintain a critical component list that contains
the plant safety related components and energy production.rclated g/.pment, as well as those added by
piant management. Such critical components may vary from one Want to another, even among the
plants with similar design. The plant critical components can be prioritized on the basis of the relative
risk importances for maintenance and surveillance schedules. This will minimize unavailability of the
critical components, and thus reduce system unavalbbility. Application of the risk insights for the plant
configum!on control can reduce the plant risk by minimizing potential accident initiators and may
improve plant availability.

Critkal safety systems may be selected on the basis of risk insights for preventing plant damage
resulting from a severe accident or extended plant outages. The unavailable hours of the selected safety
systems and associated components can be trended to form a basis for the plant performance indicators.
Appropriate application of the reliability concept in conjunction with the risk insights can reduce unduc
extended outages of critical components for maintenance or surveillance, and can provide a basis for
good predictive and preventive maintenance program.
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2.1.3 Design Review and Technical Specifications
_

Because of the generic nature of the methodology, the insights developed from this methodology
may not be adequate to use for assessment of Surveillance Test interval (STI) not to evaluate

i maintenance outages of the critical components or systems. Ilowever, the methodology can be used for
a comprehensive understanding and interpretaJon of an intent of Technical Specifications, particularly
should the wordings and conditions in the Technical Specifications ned further .larification or be
ambiguous.

Another application _is a review process of plant modifications and back. fit issues. A relative
change in risk may be evaluated qualitatively due to changes in plant conditions.

2.1.4 Plant inspections

=> The objective of a plant inspection is to evaluate the plant programs and their implementation
to verify that the plant is operating and maintained at an acceptable level of risk.110 wever, inspection
resources and sample slics are usually limiting factors for inspection activities.

-

The inspection items and activitics can be prescribed on the basis of the risk insights -
prioritiration of important plant events and probable failure modes of the important events. The
prioritiration ofinspection items and development of an inspection plan are discussed in Appendicesg

- A and B.

2.2 Trial Application of the Methodoloev at the Fort Calhoun Static a
_

This methodology was used to perform a Risk Based operational Safety and Performance
Assessment (ROSPA) at the Fort Calhoun Station in October,1989 (Refs. I and 2). The generic

_

information was revised to reflect the Fort Calhoun design and operating practices, gleaned from a
technical specification and FSAR review. The representative accident sequences were prioritired.
Gencrully, unless there was some information to the contrary, the sequences were considered highly
important. One sequence was climinated because the plant does not utilire low pressure recirculation,

k Other sequences were downgraded in importance. These actions were taken because of the relatively
greater integrity of the reactor coolant pump seals upon loss of cooling and a high to low pressure
interface design that features normally closed motor operated valves. All sequences with AFW input

- were considered highly important because the plant design consists of only two /FW pumps. As part of
F this inspection, two of the 'high importance" sequences were chosen for control room simulations ; ing

an off duty crew. In addition to the sequence level input, the gencric inspection matrix was modified to
reflect the Fort Calhoun design, inappropriate systems components or human actions (such as the low
pressure recirculation mode or manual switchover to high pressure recirculation) were deleted.
Additional plant specific system interactions, design features, or operator actions that could prove useful
to prevent or mitigate the representative accident sequences were added to the scope of the inspection
including:

temperature indication to monitor the AFW pump discharge piping for back leakage_
e

from main feedwater

the use of the Raw Water Cooling System as a manually aligned backup to CCW foro

ECCS pump cooling
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ECCS non dependency on pump room cooling*

the plant specific bleed and feed capability*

The inspection cycle included two wecks of on site inspection. There were two distinct efforts.
The majority of the team was associated with the system / component based inspection effort, using an
inspection matrix (see Appendix A) to prioritlic their inspection efforts. As with other team inspections,e

'

the inspectors used the NRC inspection manual (Ref. 2), past plant / industry history and their ovm
experience to develop their own avenues of inquiry, for the selected items.

The second effort was more operations odented and consisted of a control room simulation of
two representative accident sequences that were assessed to be of high importance. The team included
a Region IV license examiner who prepared plant specific accident scenarios. The scenarios simulated
the two sequences, including plant specific timing considerations and operator cues to provide plant
information that would normally be available in the control room. This phase of the inspection provided
valuable insights on operator training and procedural adequacy that are not obvious in a system oriented
inspection. By concentrating on the important component failurcs or unavailabilities, and the operator
actions in response to those failures or unavailabilities, the plant operational readiness and safety
performance was evaluated.

The application of the methodology was considered successful. The other participants in the
inspection provided valuable feedback, and their overall assessment, to the authors of the methodology
such as:

The PRA based prioritiraton of the plant's systems and components enabled the*

inspection effort to focus on risk significant items.

The control room simulation of two representative accident sequences uncovered*

unexpected procedural weaknesses.

The PWR inspection matrix, which provides a prioritization of the important PRA events, is
presented in Appendix A. The development of a risk based inspection plan is discussed in Appendix B.

2.3 Maior Risk Sicnificant insichts

The results of this study indicate that the insights which have the greatest risk significance are
the following:

A high pressure injection (llPI) design that provides automatic realignment to the*

recirculation mode, as compared to one requiring manual changeover, results in greater
resistance to a small break LOCA with loss of high pressure recirculation.

The Westinghouse design uses low pressure ECCS as a support system for high pressure*

recirculation (llPR). This dependency is not present in the CE design.

For ice condenser containment designs, the smaller free volume results in faster+

containment pressurization, carlier spray initiation and a quicker RWST depletion. The
early need for HPR climinates the closed cycle cooling option for smaller LOCA
initiators.

,
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A low pressure ECCS design that provides automatic realignment to the recirculation*

mode (LPR) results in greater resistance to a large LOCA witi; failure of LPR.

The plant specific contribution to the LOCA outside containment sequence is innaenced*

by design (normally closed injection line MOVs, full time shutdown cooling pressure
interlock) and operating practices such as a requirement for testing the interface check
valves at RCS repressurizations or after valve movement.

,

The importance of the component cooling water (CCW) system is highly dependent upon*

the assessed integrity of the reactor coolant pump seals for loss of cooling conditions.
In some plants, only the charging pump seats are cooled by CCW while the bearing and

' motor lubrication systems are cooled by senice water (SW). Therefore, the charging
pumps would remain operational upon loss of CCW and so RCP seal cooling could be
maintained via the normal RCP seal injection nowpaths. Also,in some multi. unit sites,

~

CCW Dow can be provided from the other unit upon loss of CCW in one unit.

. x probability of successful decay heat removal is directly dependent upon the diversity*

and redundancy of the auxiliary feedwater (AFW) system and the feasibility of bleed and
feed. Some AFW designs can be severely disabled by the initiating event itself,i.e., the:

loss of 125V DC bus.

The degree of redundancy in the emergency AC (EAC) power system is very in0uential*

in reducing the probability of Station Blackout (SBO) scenarios. At multi unit sites, the
ability to provide cross tic power from one unit to the other also has a major impact in
reducing SBO probability.

-

When these features are incorporated into the methodology, a plant specific ranking of
_

representative accident sequences, component failures, and human actions can be developed. This
information can be integrated into ongoing plant activitics, including operator training, maintenance,
design review and inspections. This helps to emphasize the risk significant areas accordingly.

.

-
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3. DEVELMPMENT OF REPRESENTATIVE ACCIDENT SEQUENCl3 l'OR WESTINGil0USE
AND CE PWRs WITilOUT PLANT RISK ASS 13SMENTS

This scetion presents the first phase of the methodology. Risk insights from PRAs of
Westinghouse and CE PWRs that were available were extracted for application to other PWRs not
already subjected to a PRA. As explained in Section 1, risk assessments were used as a data base to
develop cleven PWR representative accident sequences. These sequences form the basis of a generic
PRA application that will examine plant specific influences on sequences importance and basic event
prioritiration, as described later in this report.

3.1 Establishment of the PRA Data Base

The initial objective was to focus on Combustion Engineering Plants. Ilowever, the extent of the
risk assessment material that was available for these plants (specifically, accident sequence cutsets) was
very limited. Therefore, Westinghouse PWRs were included in the PRA data base as the two designs
are very similar. Since dominant accident sequence descriptions were readily available for six plants, their
respective PRAs form the data base, as listed in Table 3.1, used to develop the representative accident
sequences for this program.

3.2 The Representative PWR Accident Seauences

Each risk assessment was reviewed to develop a set of plant specific dominant accident sequences.
As shown in Table 3.2, at least 10 sequences with the highest contribution to core damage were specified
in an attempt to capturc 809c' (min mum) of the plant core damage frequency, if the accident sequence
makeup precluded the attainment of the 80% goal with a reasonable number of sequences, the plant
specific dominant accident set was truncated when the last sequence contributed approximately lE- !
6/ reactor year to the plant core damage frequency. The six sets of plant specific dominant accident
sequences were compared. if a sequence was present in two or more plant specine listings, it was
designated as a represenhtive accident se<juence. This criterion resulted in the exclusion of accident
sequences associated with the loss of service water, steam generator tube rupture and the loss of
instrument air initiators. The six sets of plant specific dominant accident sequences did not contain any
of these sequences. Two sequences (LOCA outside containment and loss of PCS) barely satisfied tbc
criterion and some consideration was given to climinating them from the list of representative accident
sequenas. They were retained as discussed below.

For simplicity and case of application, this program utilizes core damage frequency as the
measure of risk. In general, accident sequences that are dominant with respect to a core damage
frequency risk measure also appear if a health effects measure is employed, with one major exception.
From a core damage perspective the LOCA outside containment is not a significant contributor,
llowever, when a health effects measure is employed, the bypassing of the containmem plays a key role
with respect to offsite consequences, llence, this sequence becomes significantly more important, in an
attempt to envelope both risk measures with a single set of tepresentative accident sequences, the LOCA
outside containment sequence has been retained. Table 3.3 presents the representative PWR accident
sequences.
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Table 3.4 shows the fraction of core damage frequency that is accounted for by the representative
sequences. The fraction in Table 3.4 is typically less than that of the plant specific dominant accident
sequences, because not all can be correlated with a repres.cntative accident sequence. liowever, these
representative sequences generally capture a significant portion of the plant core damage frequency.
The results tend to be understated as the methodology aho addresses other non-dominant sequences.
This is noted in Table 3.4 by the '+' which indicates those representative sequences that capture a small
fraction of the core damage frequency attributable to plant specific non dominant sequences which are
similar to the dominant sequences.

For exampic, the Surry PRA (Ref 4) analyzes the top 20 sequences representing 99% of the total
core damage frequency (CDF). As previously stated in Table 3.2, this methodology utilize /. the top
eleven sequences (81% of the Surry CDF) to develop the representative sequences. Since farec of the
eleven Surry dominant sequences are not addressed by the representative sequences, Tebte 3.4 shows a
lower fraction of core damage frequency (62%) than is captured by the representat!<c sequences.

Ilowever, the representative sequences also address similar, non-dominant sequences.
Representative sequence number 2 envelopes the Surt) number 12 and 18 accident sequences. Non.
dominant sequences also provide significant contributions ta representative sequences 1,3, and 11.
lience, the "+' sign is inserted for those sequences in Table 3.4. The fraction of CDF that is captured
by the representative sequences, based on the top twenty Surry accident sequences, is 78%.

The contribution of the non dominant accident sequences is especially important for Millstone.
The Millstone 3 Probabilistic Safety Study (PSS) (Ref 5) is characterized by a large number of
sequences. No single sequence makes a major contribution to the core damage probability; Ac leading
sequence contributes only 8.5% to the total. Other similar sequences contribute to the "12+" shown in
Table 3.4 for Representative Sequence No.1. The top ten represent only 43% of the total. This can
be attributed, in part, to the large number of specific initiators that were used. For example, instead of
a generalized small LOCA event trec, the Millstone PSS also includes a separate event tree with in core
instrument tube rupture as the initiating event. Representative sequence 1, Small LOCA with Failure
of liigh Pressure Recirculation, addresses botl. of these Millstone sequences. The NUREO/CR 4142
(Ref. 6) event trees were reviewed to estirante the total core damage fraction that could be accounted
for by the methodology. All sequences with a contribution of 1E 7 or greater were reviewed.
Approximately 63% of core damage frequency would be addressed by the methodology.

Table 3.4 also provides the distribution of the six plant specific core damage frequencies among the
representative accident sequences. The distribution is consistent with the risk assessments that were
used as the data base since it reflects the range of core damage contributors. This resulted in the
specification of a larger number of representative sequences to ensute that the methodology is applicable
to a typical Westinghouse or CE plant.

Section 4 cxpands the representative accident sequence descriptions and provides an assessment of
features that can innuence plant specific sequence importance.
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Table 3.1 PRA Data Base Used to Develop the Representative Accident Sequence List

Plant NSSS Vendor ' PRA Documents

1. Calvert Cliffs Unit l' CE Interim Reliability Evaluation
Program: Analysis of the
Calvert Cliffs Unit 1 Nuclear
Power Plant, NUREO/CR-
3511, March 1984.

1. Sequoyah, Unit l' W Analysis of Core Damage
Frequency frr .a Internal
Events: Sequoyah, Unit,
NUREO/CR-4550. Vol. 5,
February 1987.

3. Surry, Unit l' W Analysis of Core Damage
Frequency from Internal
Es ents: Surry, Unit 1,
Ni :REO/CR 4550, Vol. 3,
November 1986.

4. Zion, Unit l' W System Analysis and Risk
Assessment System, (SARA)
User's Manual (Draft)
Version 3.0, NUREO/CR.
5022, September 1987.

Analysis of Core Damage
Frequency from Internal
Events: Zion Unit 1,
NUREO/CR-4550, Vol. 7,
October 1986.

5. Indian Point, Unit 3 W Review and Evaluation of the
Indian Point Probabilistic
Safety Study, NUREO/CR-
2934, December 1982.

6. Millstone, Unit 3 W A Review and Evaluation of
the Millstone 3 PSS,
NUREG/CR-4142, April 1986.

Probabilistic Risk Assessment
(PRA) Insights, NUREO/CR-
4"O, January 1986.

* Also used to formulate system and basic event importances.
8 CE = Combustion Engineering

W = Westinghouse

3-3
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Table 32 Plant Specific Dominant Accident Sequence Criteria

_
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Table 3.3 Representative PWR Accident Sequences

less of Coolant Accident Scauence.g

1. Small or medium LOCA with failure of high pressure injection or recirculation.

2. Medium or large LOCA with failure of low pressure recirculation.

3. Medium or large LOCA with failure of low pressure injection.

4. LOCA outside containment.'

Transient Scauences

5. 12ns of all CCW with a subsequent RCP seal LOCA.

6. loss of 125V de bus with failure of the Auxiliary Feedwater S> stem (AFW).

7. laws of offsite power (LOOP) with failure of AFW and bleed and feed.

8. Statien blackout with loss of the AFW system.

9. Station blackout with a subsequent RCP seal LOCA.

10. Less of PCS (or a general transient with loss of PCS) followed by loss of AFW.**

Anticipated Transient Without Scram (ATWS) Scouences

11. Transient with failure to automatically and manually scram followed by failure of timely
emergency boration.

*
Specified because of serious consequences.

"
Specified based on a review of the studies that established precursors to potential severe core
damage accidents (NUREO/CR 2497,3591,4674).
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Table 3.4 Plant Specific Core Damage Distribution

Percent of Core Damage liequency (CDF)
Represent.
Sequence

# (from Sequoyah Surry Calvert Zion Indian Pt. Millstone

Table 3.3) Unit 1 Unit 1 Cliffs Unit 1 Unit 3 Unit 3
Unit 1

1 56 14 + 19 + 11 8 12+

2 1 + 7 28 3+

3 <1 + 1 3 +

4 + 4 + + 4

5 31 " 79 50

6 2 16 + 5+

7 4 4+ 4+

8 1 19 3 2 4+

9 3 26 1 +

10 11 + 1 +

11 + 4+ 27 + 9 +

Dominant
Accident 94 62 80 > 99 > 99 32

| Total'

The core damage frequency accounted for by the representative accident sequences is a*

significant portion of the plant total, The dominant accident total understates the
methodology effectiveness. As indicated above by a "+", the representative sequences also
capture a portion of the CDF attributable to similar non-dominant sequences. This is
especially significant for Millstone 3, which has a large number of similar accident sequences.
Based on a review of the NUREG/CR 4142 event trees, approximately 63% of the total CDF
is addressed by the methodology, not just the apparent 32%

When this methodology was originally prepared in 1988, the Sequoyah PRA, NUREG/CR-"

4550, Vol. 5, indicated that loss of the CCW system led to the total failure of th.: chemical and
Volume Control System charging pumps, which provide injection flow and cooling to the
reactor coolant pump seals. Since CCW also cools the RCP thermal barrier heat exchangers,
it was assumed that loss of CCW would lead directly to a RCP seal LOCA. Subsequently, it
was determined that only the charging pump seals are cooled by CCW. The bearings are
cooled by senice water so the pumps could remain functional and a RCP seal LOCA would
not necessarily occur. The contribution of this sequence is consequently reduced significantly
from the 31% shown.

3-6
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4. PLANT SPEClflC D151GN AND OPERATING l'.SIGilTS

As previously discussed, Table 14 provides the et te damage frequency (CDF) distribution of the
surrogate plants among the representative accident seauences For cn> piven sequent e there is a
significant variation in CDF contribution from plant to pla,t. Again, the otyxtive is to capture at least
wye of the plant's core damage frequency by considering the eleven represenisive sequences

-~

The major plant specific design and operating variations are discussed within the context of each
_ representative accident sequence. In Table 4.1, the representative accident sequences are qualitatively
"

prioritired by the assessed availability of key systems. The Indian Point 3 and Millstone 3 PRAs did not
provide detailed dominant accident sequence failure modes (cutsets) se no specific system assessments
could be made for those plants and they do not appear in Table 4.1.

{ 4.1 Representative Accident Seouence 1: Small or Medium LOCA with Failure of Ilich Pressure
Iniection or Recirculation

--

Segucyce Description

Representative Accident Sequence 1 is initiated by a small or medium LOCA which does not
depressurire the Reactor Coolant System (RCS) below the shutoff head of the low pressure ECCS
RPS successfully scrams the reactor. The sequence postulates high pressure FCCS failure to provide

-

adequate RCS makeup either in the injection or the recirculation phases, resulting in core damage. The
PRA initiator is a small or intermediate primary system pressure boundary f ailure less than six inches in

| diameter. Commercial nuclear power plant pressure boundary failures have been limited to small
LOCAs with equivalent rupture diameters less than two inches and consist of stuck open PORVs and,
to a lesser extent, RCP seal failures.

The failure to provide ad. iate core makeup in the high pressure injection (IIPI) phase is a
_ significant contributor to this se, .cnce. This contributor is dominated by valve failures in the llPI

common discharge or suction lines.

Failures in the high pressure recirculation (llPR) mode dominate this sequence. These can occur
it, the llPR system or in any of the support systems required for long term LOCA mitigation. The llPR
failures are dominated by operator failure to correctly realign the system from the injection mode (for
manual systems) or valve failures in the common discharge or suction lines on the mini Dow line for
those contigurations with automatic realignment to the llPR mode. The Westinghouse llPR
configuration takes suction from the low pressure recirculation (LPR) pump discharge. LPR
malfunctions that disable liPR are the second major contributor to llPR failures. The primary faults aree

1 PR suction (containment sump) valve and pump malfunctions.

IIPR room cooling failures are the last major contributor. These are attributable to electrical
component failures that disable room cooler fans or service water valve failures that disable the coolers
themselves. Refueling water storage tank (RWST) common mode level sensor miscalibration and
service water / component cooling water malfunctions that disable the llPR pump coolers are less
important failures.

_
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Plant enecific Desien and Oneratre insichts

The plant specific core damage frequency contributions to representative accident Sequence 1
range from 56% (Sequoyah) to 8% (Indian Point 3). Although the other plant contributions to this
sequence are not insignificant, Sequoyah is relatively vulnerable to the small/ medium LOCA initiator.
As previously discussed, the critical recovery action is successful high pressure ECCS, both }{PI and
HPR

The four reference plants (Sequoyah, Surry, Calvert Cliffs and Zion) with accident sequence
information were resiewed to assess the contribution of plant specific design and operating variations to
this sequence.

The major design features that can innuence risk are:

Manual (Sequoyah) or automatic (Surry, Calvert Cliffs, Zion) reabgnment to high pressuree

recirculation. The need for early operator action to ensure continued HP ECCS is the key
contributor to Sequoyah's large contribution to Sequence 1. Thus timing is critical for ice
condenser containments, as discussed below.

Limited, automatic HPI injection paths in conjunction with normally closed MOVs (Surry)*

as opposed to normally open MOVs and/or multiple RCS injection pathways.

* A common RWST suction line for 1-IPI (Surry) has higher assessed unavailability due to
suction valve failures. Plants with multiple suction lines (i.e., separate charging and safety
injection suction configurations) reduce this failure contribution.

The use of the low pressure ECCS in the recirculation mode as a support system for the*

Westinghouse high pressure recirculation design. Unlike Combustion Engineering designs
(Calvert Cliffs), continued LPR operability is essential for small LOCA mitigation.

Among the Westinghouse units, low pressure recirculation is even more important for*

plants with ice cordenser containments. The free volume is smaller than in large dry
containments causine, faster pressurization which, in conjunction with a lower spray setpoint,
activates the 9,_, earlier. The relatively lower containment design pressure requires
earlier actuation of the spray system. Also, the spray sptem Dow rate is higher than that
in a large, dry containment. This in turn, results in an earlier need for recirculation, it has
been estimated that a small LOCA at Sequoyah could require a switchover to the
recirculation mode in about 80 minutes from the beginning of the accident or about 20
minutes after containment spray actuation. For the same size break, a large dry
containment would not require recirculation switchover for several hours, giving the
operator time to lower the RCS temperature, depressurize and transfer to closed cycle
shutdown cooling. The accelerated timing for the smaller ice condenser containment design
does not allow this,

o Normally closed LP ECCS mininow valves can contribute to LPR failure due to pump
overheating during the injection phase. A design that features normally open mininow
valves with out of position annunciation in the control room climinates this concern.
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Oualitative Estimate of Scouence importance

The foregoing assessment of the plant specific ECCS design variations, in conjunction with the
CDF contribudons of Table 3.4, indicates that representative accident sequence 1 is generally highly
important. At Sequoyah this sequence is of "very high" importance, primarily because of the lower
assessed success rate of the manual realignment to high pressure recirculation. Table 4.1 presents the
importance estimates for all eleven representative accident sequences, resulting from the assessed
availability of key functions and systems.

4.2 Representative Accident Scouence 2: Medium or Imrce ! OCA with Failure of low Pressure
Recirculation

!

Scouence Deserlotion

Representative accident sequence 2 is initiated by a medium or a large LOCA which rapidly
depressuriics the reactor coolant system. A scram occurs, followed by successful operation of the low
Pressure injection (LPI) system. When the refueling water storage tank (RWST) is depleted, an
automatic or manual realignment of the LP pump suction to the containment sump must occur.

This sequence postulates low pressure recirculation (LPR) system failure. Due to the loss of !
primary system injection, core damage occurs. The PRA initiator is a medium (effective break diameter
of 2 to 6 inches) or a large (effective break diameter of 6 to 29 inches) primary system pressure
boundary failure. No actual industry failures of this magnitude have occurred. Commercial nuclear

,

power plant pressure boundary failures have been limited to small LOCAs with equivalent rupture
diameters less than two inches. The major contributor to core damage for this sequence is the failure
of the low pressure ECCS in the recirculation mode. LPR system failure is evenly divided between
human errors and hardware failures. The dominant human oror contributor is the failure to initiate
LPR by manual realignment of the pump suction from the kWST to the containment sump. This failure
dominates those plants with non automatic pump sucon realignment. A second operator error is the
failure to manually switch the LPR pump dischar;e from cold leg to hot leg injection.

liardwarc failures are the dominant contributors to LPR system failure for those plants with an 4

automatic pump suction changcover feature. Important valve malfunctions include failures of LPR '

- containment sump valves to open or RWST suction valves to close, including common cause failures.
The failure of the low pressure pumps to continue to run (including common cause) is the remaining
LPR hardware failure. The common cause miscalibration of the RWST level sensors is the only major
failure not directly associated with the low pressure (LP) ECCS.

Plant Snecific Desien and Oncratinc insichts

- The CDF contributions associated with representative sequence 2 are generally small, reflecting
the lower likelihood of a large LOCA. Although modest, the plant specific contributions of Tab!c 3.4
do vary, from 7?c for Zion to approximately 17c for Sequoyah, to very small for Surry. The sequence I

is not applicable to Calvert Cliffs since the CE design uses the high pressure ECCS for the mitigation |
of all LOCAs. The LP 'iCCS is generally locked out by the same low RWST signal that automatically ;

realigns the HPI to the recirculation mode. !
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The major design element that influences the sequence importance is the automatic low pressure ;

ECCS alignment to the containment sump. The Zion sptem requires mar..al alignment of recirculation; |
Sequoyah has partially automatic switchover. In general, manual non routine actions under high stress
conditions have a lower assessed success rate than the equivalent automatic function. This is the primary
difference between the Zion and Sequoyah CDF contributions.

1

Oualitative Estimate of Scauence 1mnortance

As stated above, the assessed availability of the low pressure recirculation (LPR) mode determines
the importance of this sequence. Representative accident sequence 2, is generally of medium
importance in Table 4.1, reflecting the '' average" success estimate for the fully automatic LPR design.
Zion, however, requires operator action to align LPR, resulting in a somewhat higher sequence
importance estimate. Since the high pressure ECCS is utilized for all LOCA sizes, the sequence is not
applicable to Calvert Cliffs.

4.3 Representative Accident Scouence 3* Medium or Larce LOCA with Failure of low Pressure
Inicetion

1

Scauence Description i

i

This sequence is initiated by a medium or a large LOCA which depressurires the reactor coolant
system. A scram occurs, followed by a failure to provide core makeup via the low pressure injection ;

system or the accumulators. Core damage ensues. j

The initiator is a medium or a large primary system pressure boundary failure in the reactor
coolant system 2 inches and larger in diameter. Although failures of this magnitude have been commonly
postulated in risk assessments, no medium or large LOCAs have occurred in the domestic commercial
nuclear power industry.

The major contributor to core damage for this scquence is the failure to provide short term core
injection i.e., due to failures of accumulator or low pressure injection. The success criteria to prevent
core damage is usually that one out of two RHR pumps and three out of four accumulators deliver flow
to the RCS, For a large LOCA the flow from the accumulator on the ruptured loop would be
ineffective. A second accumulator failure, resulting in core damage, is' attributed to discharge line
failures, primarily check valve failures to open or MOV plugging. The Low Pressure injection (LPI)
system failure is dominated by pump failure to start or run, including common cause. Human error
contributors are the failure to restore the system to operable status after testing and the failure to stop
the pumps if the mini flow valve fails to open.

Plant Specific Desien and Oncratinc insichts
|

The plant specific core damage frequency contributions associated with sequence 3 are small. As !
shown in Table 3,4, only one plant design contributes more than 1% of its total CDF to this sequence, |

!(i.e., Indian Point 3 at 3%). The assessed low pressure injection unavailability, although comparatively
ilow, can be inliuenced by the following plant design features:

Redundant accumulator level and pressure instrumentation on the accumulators helpse

ensure that injection failures are not due to loss of inventory or nitrogen pressure.

l
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Accumulator and low pressure injection MOV misposition alarms and/or automatic openinge

on a safety injection signal reduce the failure contribution due to splem misalignment. In
lieu of these design attributes, sptem valve positioning could be periodically verified by an
operator,

The normal position of the LP ECCS mininow valves can be important for RCS failures ato

the low end of the medium LOCA spectrum. These failures will depressuriic the RCS more
slowly and LPI pump deadheading is a concern. Normally closed mininow valves
(Sequoyah) must open to preclude pump damage; normally open valves perform this
function passively.

Qualitative Estimate of Scauence Imnortance

Although the surrogate plants ceibit severallow pressure ECO3 dedgn variations, these features
do not appear to s!;nificantly afiat risk. Based on the plant specific core damage frequency (CDF)
contributions, sequence 3 is of medium importance for all plants.

4.4 Representative Accident Scouence 4: LOCA Outside Containment (or Interfacine Systems 1.OCA.
ISLOCA)

Scouence Description

The ISLOCA is initiated by either a failure of any one of the pairs of series high to low pressure
interface check valves or MOVs that isolate the high pressure Reactor Coolant System (RCS) from the
low Pressure Injection (LPI) system, or by the inadvertent opening of the shutdown cooling suction line.
The resultant now into the low pressure system is assumed to rupture the piping or components outside
the containment boundary. Although core inventory makeup by the high pressure systems is initially
available, the inability to switch to the recirculation mode eventually leads to core damage.

The NRC is currently evaluating certain previous and current event reports at both domestic and
foreign plants to determine if they should be categorized as ISLOCA precursors. PWR check valve and
MOV test procedures should be examined carefully to ensure the potential for a test induced LOCA
outside containment is minimized. [A similar LOCA outside containment scenario can occur in boiling
water reactors (BWRs). Several BWRs have experienced pressurizations of the low pressure piping,
primarily due to testing errors.]

The discharge of the LPI system generally consists of one or two low pressure injection lines with
a normally open MOV. Downstream of this MOV (toward the RCS) the piping is rated for primary loop
conditions. The discharge line(s) divides to connect to each RCS cold leg. Each of these individual lines
has two check valves in series. Small icakages through these valves can be accommodated without system
overpressure. The failure modes ofinterest produce sudden,large back leakages through a pair of these
interface check valves. The LPI failure is postulated to occur in three ways:

The dominant LPI initiator mode is the rupture of one check valve with the previously*

undetected opening of the second valve. If one valve is holding pressure, the other valve
an drift open and fail in the open position,

The second initiator mode is the failure of one check valve to close upon repressurization,o

followed by a rupture of the second valve.
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The third initiator type is the random rupture of the valve internals for both check valves.*

The gross failure of one valve could go undetected until the rupture of the second valve
occurs.

A second initiator is the overpressurization and failure of the shutdown cooling suction line. The
two, suction line MOVs, which are normally closed, are postulated to rupture or the downstream check
valve oscillates open with a subsequent rupture of the upstream valve.

Plant Snecific Desien and Oneratine insichts

With the possible exception of Calvert Cliffs, all of the plant PRAs indicate some risk associated
with the containment bypass LOCA sequence. The primary determinant of each plant specific
contribution is the estimated initiator frequency which, in turn, is innuenced by the high to low pressure
configuration and plant procedures. Specific design and operating considerations are:

1.PI Interface

The high to low pressure interface design of Calvert Cliffs features several check valves in*

series with a normally closed MOV. The check valves are periodically leak tested and the
MOV is tested only when the RCS is depressurized. Other CE plants may have similar
features.

The placement of the accumulator discharge relative to the highAow pressure interface can*
influence the check valve failure order. For example, Sequoyah's acNmulators connect
between the two check valves. If the upstream check valve (furthc6 from the RCS) falls
first, the accumulator will discharge into the LPI system and alcrt the operator, if the
interface check valves can fail in any order (i.e., Surry) this 16:ator is more likely.

Failure of a check valve to close upon RCS repressurization is not a concern if plant*
operating procedures require the testing of the interface check valves during every RCS
repressurization or if the valves change position.

Shutdown Cooline Interface

The shutdown cooling configuration generally features two normally closed MOVs in series*

with a relief valve in between. The intervening relief valve makes it necessary that the
downstream MOV (furthest from the RCS) fail first. Otherwise, the relief valve discharge
would alert the operator and plant shutdown would commence,

The shutdown cooling line initiator can be neglected if the MOVs have a high pressuree
interlock to prevent downstream piping overpressurization and the MOVs are key locked
with administratively controlled keys (Calvert Cliffs).

1
'

, s
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Recovery

A potential recove.y action has been included to account for operator action to isolate the
ISLOCA by manual cbsure of the LPI discharge MOV. The successful mitigation of this event is plant
specific and is depc.ident on:'

e The existence of two isolable LPI discharge headers to enable the use of the other LPI
-

loop, or the ability to use another system for RCS makeup.

LPI pump separation to minimize the emironmental impact of RCS blowdown on thee

second train.

The capability of the LPI discharge MOV to isolate the ISLOCA. The value may not bee

designed to close against such a high differential pressure.

Qualitative Estimate of Scouence Imnortance

Representative Sequence 4 is generally considered to be a low importance sequence from a core
damage perspective. Ilowever, from a health effects perspective this sequence is significantly more
important because the containment is bypassed. The limited response measures to a I.OCA outside
containment make the LPI and SDC interface design the determinant of sequence importance. As

- summariied in Table 4.1, the SDC interface integrity is gencrully considered to be average, with the
exception of Zion where an interface valve interlock is bypassed during power operation. The low
pressure injection interface integrity is considered to be average if the check valves fail in a particular

- order due to the placement of the accumulator discharge. Calvert Cliffs has been assigned a high
estimated integrity since the normally closcd LPI MOVs are tested only when the RCS is depressurized.

4.5 Representative Accident Secuenet 5: Loss of all CCW Initiator

Scouence Description

Representative Sequence 5 is initiated by a complete loss of the Component Cooling Water
(CCW) system which results in a reaetor coolant pump (RCP) seal LOCA and also disables the high arid
law pressure ECCS. This happens because the CCWS cools the RCP seals thermal barrier heat
exchanger and also cools both the CVCS charging pump bearings and scals, if CCWS is lost, the
charging pumps would ultimately fail, thereby preventing the normal RCP seal injection flow which also
cools'the RCP scals. The joint failure of the RCP seal injection flow and the charging pumps, which
also provide high pressure makeup flow in the 11PI mode, (i.e., the high pressure ECCS) fails the RCP
seals. The inability to provide high pressure makeup results in core damage. One major contribution to

_ the loss of CCW initiator is a pipe rupture that drains the system inventory before the break can be
-

kicated and isolated. The second contribution is the common cause failure of all operating CCW pumps,
ompounded by a failure of the standby pump (s) to start and run. The RCP seal LOCA and subsequent

core damage is postulated to occur before CCW recovery actions can be compfcted.

_
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i Plant Snecine Desien and Oneratine Insichts

This sequence dominates the Zion core damage estimate, is a significant contributor to the
Sequoyah frequency', yet does not appear in the Surry or Calvert Cliffs risk assessments. The disparity
in plant specific contributions (Table 3.4) although somewhat attributable to PRA assumptions regarding
the onset of a scal LOCA. indicates major differences in plant response to this initiator. The major
variations that influence plant specific contribution to this sequence are:

This sequence is illustrative of a relative design weakness for some Westinghouse plants. As
single cooling system (CCW) provides or supports both reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal
cooling modes (thermal barrier cooling and seal injection) and provides essential cooling for
the ECCS pumps, which in turn are required for scal LOCA mitigation.

The Byron Jackson reactor coolant pumps used in the CE plants have a seal configuration*
(three full pressure seats and a contnilled leakrc or a fourth full pressure scal) that
provides additional resistance to loss of cooling induced failures beyond that of the typical
Westinghouse RCP seal configuration,

surry has a cross connect between the mits that enables the second unit's charging pumpse

to supply seal injection to the Unit 1 F CPt in the event of a loss of CCW This is limited
by the Unit 2 RWST capacity and req airec mskeup from the Unit 1 RWST. Long term
mitigation involves RCS depressurizatian by secondary steaming and LPl/R for injection
and long term decay heat removal. At S stry, L')l/R operation is not dependent on CCW for
either pump seal or room cooling.

Qualitative Estimate of Scouence Imnortance

Thn critical functions for sequence 5 are continued reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal cooling and
RCP scal integrity upon loss of <,11 cooling. The former function is generally considered average. Only

arry has a higher assessed RCP scal cooling availability because of the ability to provide scal injection
^

)m the other unit's charging pumps. RCP seal integrity is considered average for the Westinghouse
intst Calvert Cliffs has higher assessed RCP seal integrity, as discussed above.

On the basis of the CDF contributions and the relative success estimates for the critical functions,

sequence f is considered to be highly important (Sequoyah. Zion) unless the aforementioned design
features are present. Table 4.1 provides a summary of the assessed importance for sequence 5.

5 See the " footnote to Table 3.4 which discusses the fact that the Sequoyah PRA was later revised
to indicate that the CVCS charging pump bearings are cooled by Service Water, not CCW, so that
the pumps could remain operational following loss of CCW.

4 10
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4.6 Ecoresentative Accident Secuence 6: las of One 123V DC Bus initiator

This sequence is initiated by a non recoverable loss of a 125V DC bus. The DC power systema
provides control power to various systems. Several precursor studies indicate that there have been
several partial losses of DC power at operating nuclear power plants. Approximately one third of these

- incidents were caused by the misalignment of breakers during or after system maintenance or
surveillances. The remainder of the precursors are due to equipment failures. A loss of one DC bus will
typically disable the main feedwater system, a portion of the auxiliary feedwater system and various DC

~-

dependent valves, possibly including a power operated relief valve (pORV). This sequence postulates the
failure of the remainder of the ARY system and the bleed and feed mode. The failure of secondary heat-

removal results in core inventory losses due to PORV cycling and subsequent core damage.

The major contributor to this sequence is the failure of the remainder of the ARV system to
supply suf0cient flow to the steam generators. This typically involves the failure of two additional ARV

--- trains. The major cause is system hardware failures, including pump failure to start, and discharge line
faults for both the turbine and motor driven trains A secondary contributor is the failure to manually
start a pump which is procedurally locked out or unable to start due to a malfunction of the autostart
logic.

_

The bleed and feed mode is the decay heat removal method of last resort. Its availability is plant
specific, as discussed below.

-

Plant Snecific Desien and Operatine Imichts

=

The plant specific contributions to representative sequence 6 range from 16% (Calvert Cliffs) to
negligible (Surry). The high Calvert Cliffs contribution is indicative of a less diverse decay i.c: removal
capability of CE designs. The Westinghouse plants, by comparison, have a greater assessed ARV
availability and also con:ider the bleed and feed mode. Specific plant design and operating features that
contribute to this sequence are:

The ARY design with regard to the DC power sources is a major determinant of plant*

vulnerability to sequence 6. Calvert Cliffs, although a 2 unit site, utillies only two DC trains
to support each plant's ARV system. Sequoyah uses all four available DC buses to support
ABY. Thus, the Sequoyah contribution is only 2E Surry's turbine steam inlet valves fail
open on loss of DC power. Ilowever, although this starts the TDP,if DC power is required
for cont.al, it could be tripped due to a liigh or low steam generator level. lxss DC
redundancy results in a greater loss of system function due to the initiator alone.-

The Calvert Cliffs ARV system consists of two trains with two turbine driven pumps (one*

of which is locked out) and a motor driven pump. The single motor driven pump is disabled",

by the initiating event, which is a loss of its 125V DC bus.
|

At Calvert Cliffs, a portion of the ARY discharge line is shared by two pumps. Certain*

salves can only be disassembled if both pumps are disabled. This results in a higher
i assessed mamtenance unavailability than would normally occur in a system with three

separate ARV trains.

-

-
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Calvert Cliffs has an AFW pump that is normally locked out and requires a manual start,*

ghen that the other two pumps fail to start automatically. A system that requires manual
action to perform its function is usually less successful than its automatic counterpart.

At Calvert Cliffs, the unavailability of one steam generator requires manual adjustment of*

the AFW flow control valve to increase flow to the remaining steam generator (s) for
successful decay heat removal.

Some multiple unit sites have AFW crosstics which, although beneficial, have the potential for
flow diversion. The concern is a single vahc (or multipic valves in parallet) that seperates the two units
AFW systems. The postulated failure is that the valve is open when indicating closed.

Main feedwater back leakage causing AFW pump steam binding is a potential common*

cause failure. Design contributors are normally open pump discharge MOVs, insulated
AFW discharge lines and leaking pump discharge check valves. Remedial actions include
check valve rework, the removal of the discharge line insulation (to promote steam
condensation) and periodic checks of the AFW pump discharge piping temperature.

The availability of bleed and feed is plant specific. Calvert Cliffs (Ref.11) does not take*

credit for this option due to the comparatively low head of the safety injection pumps. The
Sequoyah and Surry PRAs (Ref. 4,12) assume 2 PORVs are required for success. For
those plants with DC controlled PORVs, the loss of one 125V DC bus fails one valve,
disabling the bleed and feed mode (Sequoyah). The Surry PORVs use AC control power
with a DC backup and, hence, do not have this dependency. In the Zion risk assessment
(Ref.13) the plant's bleed and feed capability was re evaluated and it was concluded that
a single PORV is sufficient for success.

In general, the relatively high availability of the Westinghouse AFW system is responsible*

for the low Sequoyah contribution to this sequence. The potential availability of feed and
biced at Surry and Zion further reduces plant exposure to the loss of DC bus initiator.

Qualitative Estimate of Scouence Imnortance

The importance of this sequence is directly related to the assessed availability of the emergency
decay heat removal function. The less redundant and diverse designs have higher contributions to
representative sequence 6.

If the Westinghouse AFW design represents the average assessed availability, the availability of the
Calvert Cliffs AFWS must be lower due to the limited redundancy and the need for manual actions to
ensure minion success. The second component of the sequence decay heat removal function is the
bleed and feed mode. The Surry design, which requires both PORVs is considered the average. Since
the bleed and feed success criteria only require one operable PORV for Zion, the relative availability is
higher than average. Bleed and feed is not applicable for Sequoyah or Calvert Cliffs, as discussed above.

The assessed importance for this sequence, as summarized in Table 4.1, is generally low. The
sequence is of medium importance for Sequoyah because the loss of one 125V DC bus disables bleed
and feed. It is a major contributor to the Calvert Cliffs CDF due to the relatively limited AFW
availability and the lack of a bleed and feed capability.

4 12



4.7 Representative Accident Scauence 7: Ioss of Offsite Power Initiator with Failure of AFW and
Bleed and Fetd

Scauence Descrintion

Representative accident sequence 7 is initiated by a loss of offsite power (LOOP) with successful
operation of at least one source of emergency AC power. Main feedwater is unavailable due to the loss
of offsite power. The Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) system fails due to common snode failures or because i

of random failures, in concert w'th the partial system unavailability due to AC power failures. The bleed I

and feed mode is not successful, generally because of system failures. Since secondary heat removal is
not availabic, the resultant boiloff of primary coolant leads to core damage.

,

'

The LOOP initiator is one of the more common operating transients, comprising approximately
21're of all precursors to potential core damage (Refs. 710). Although some of these transients nre
weather or grid related, about 50r/c of the LOOP precursors are due to human error such as: {
maintenance errors on the main generator or switchyard breakers, breaker misalignment during or
post. maintenance, and equipment operator errors related to breaker operation. In addition, several
initiators were caused by station trans'ormer faults.

The subsequent failure of one or more sources of emergency AC power is important because it
disables a portion of the Auxiliary Feedwater (AFW) system. The major contributor to this sequence

I
is the failure of the AFW system to provide sufGeient flow to the steam generators. Part of the system I

unavailability is due to the failure of one or more (but not all) EDGs. The remainder of the system fails !
due to a combination of unrelated faults, such as local failures (primarily valve related) of the AFW '

turbine steam inlet line or the AFW pump discharge lines and local faults of the turbine driven TD)r
pump.

The bleed and feed mode is the option of last resort. The PORV failures can be attributed to
failure of a PORV to open on demand or prior closure of the block valve, given a loss of the EDO. The
block valve requires AC power to reopen.

Plant Snecific Desien and Oncratinc insichts

Representative sequence 7 is a loss of the decay heat removal function which is similar to the
previous sequence. Once again, Calvert Cliffs is the major contributor due to the limited diversity of the
emergency decay heat removal function, as assessed by the PRA. The reason for the Surry contribution
is not straightforward and appears to be related to a PRA assumption (assessed PORV availability)in
conjunction with postulated common mode failures of the AFW system. The plant specific contributions
to the loss of decay heat removal sequences have been presented previously in representative accident
sequence 6.

Qualitative Estimate of Scauence Imnortan_qq

With the exception of the initiator, this sequence is very similar to the previous one. Therefore,
it is also of generally low importance. it also is driven by the estimated availability of the decay heat
removal function. The estimated availability of the decay heat removal systems is the same with one
exception, namely, Sequoyah has been upgraded to an average availability for the bleed and feed mode,
in contrast to sequence 6, the LOOP initiator does not prevent the bleed and feed operation.

4 13



The estimated importance of sequence 7 is generally low, liowever, as previously stated, Calvert
Cliffs is relatively vulnerable to loss of decay heat removal sequences due to the relatively lower AIV
availability and lack of bleed and feed capability. Thus, it has a somewhat higher exposure to
representative accident sequence 7.

4.8 Representative Accident Scoue.0ge 8: Station Blackout with Inss of AFW

Spouence Description |
!

Sequence 8 is initiated by a loss of offsite power (LOOP), followed by a fallute of all emergency
dicscl generators (EDGs) resulting in a station blackout. Sevcral station blackouts have occurred, but
they have been of limited duration. One was during a loss of turbine generator and offsite power startup i

test. This was caused by an inadvertent isolation of the dicscl generator start relays due to a failure to
follow the test procedure. The second occurred more recently, during a refueling outage. A truck
accident disabled the station transformer. One emergency diesel generator was unavailable due to
maintenance and the second failed to start. Sequence 7 provides a discussion of the LOOP initiator. The t

loss of all AC power results in an immediate failure of all decay heat removal systems except the turbine I

driven portion of the auxiliary feedwater system. The AFW system subsequently fails resulting in core
damage.

The major contributor to this sequence is the failure of emergency AC power. This is dominated
by the failures to start or run of all emergency diesel generators (EDGs) or the unavailability of an EDO
due to test or maintenance activitics with the failure of the remainder to start /run.

The AFW system failures can occur in either the long or short term. Long term failures of AIMS
are attributable to station battery depletion, which results in the loss of 1nstrumentation and control
power. Short term failures of the AIMS are turbine driven pump or AFW discharge valve failures or the
failure to manually open the pump discharge air operated valves. !

I

Plant Snecific Desien and Oneratine insichts

All refercnce plants contribute to this sequence, however, there are CDF variations in Table 3.4
that are attributable to plant design features in the following systems:

Emercency AC Power

'

The Zion site has five EDGs, two dedicated diesels per unit plus a fifth swing dicscl. A*

single dicsci at each unit is sufficient to avert a blackout.

Sequoyah has the capability to supply emergency power between units via a shutdown utility*

bus.

In contrast the Surry site has 3 EDGs (onc dedicated per unit, one swing EDG) Each unit* ,

requires at least one out of the three EDGs to prevent SBO. Multiple EDGs do not [

necessarily reduce the common mode failure potential. However, more EDGs means that .

random dicsci faults or maintenance unavailability becomes less critical, leading to a higher !
success rate. Calvert Cliffs has a similar design configuration with 3 EDGs for the two

'

units.
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DC Power

The Scquoyah DC power configuration consists of four independent trains with multiple+

hard wired cross feeds. A fifth battery can be connected to any bus in about ten minutes,
in addition, the DC power for the Unit 1 AIM' system is normally supplied by the Unit 2
DC buses. These are likely to remain operable unless there is a simultaneous SBO at both
units.

Cahcrt Cliffs has a DC power design that enables the dedicated Unit 2 EDO to charge two*

of the four shared DC buses without operator action.

The DC power buses appear to be completely independent between the two Surry units.*

There does not appear to be a simple mechanism to allow the dedicated EDO at Unit 2 to
i

charge a Unit 1 DC bus. 1

I
AEE

i
1

The Al'W design insights are the same as discussed previously for sequence 6.+

Qualitative Estimate of Scouence Imnortance |

Sequence 8 presents a complex interaction between the decay heat removal function (AIM') and
|

the supporting emergency power systems (AC and DC). The AFW system can fallin the short term duc '

to intra-system faults or in the long term as a consequence of station battery depletion. The estimated
availability of the AFW system has been discussed in acquence 6.

The Emergency AC (EAC) power system availability is deemed * average"if more thai. 'vo diesel
generators must fall to start to cause a station blackout. At Surry and Calvert Cliffs, there are , total of
three EDOs for both units. One is shared between units (swing diesel). If a LOOP occurs i nd two
EDOs are unavailable at the time, one unit will not have AC power availabic,

At Sequoyah, there are four EDos for two units, if two EDOs fall at a single unit, AC .nweri
from the opposite unit can be supplied through a shutdown utility bus.

Zion has a total of five EDOs for both units. One is a shared swing diesel. In order for a loss of
AC power (station blackout) to occur at any one unit, both of the EDos dedicated to that unit must fall,
and the swing dicsci must fail as well.

The reference design for the DC power system is a single unit plant site, or a multi unit site
without hardwired cross feeds between units (Surry, Zion). Sequoyah and Calvert Cliffs have system
cross tics between units, resulting in a higher estimated availability.

Representative sequence 8 is of medium importance, except at Surry where it is highly important.
This sequence shows the impact that support systems can have. Despite a relatively good AIM'
availability, the sequence contribution is higher than normal due to limitations in the emergency power
systems.

41$
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4.9 Efpresentative Accident Scouence 4: Station Blackout with Reactor Coolant Pumn Seal LOCA

Scouence Descriotiott

Sequence 9 is also initiated by a station blackout. The loss of all AC power disables all primary
system injection, as well as reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal cooling. Unhke sequence 8, the AFW
system provides decay heat removal. An RCP scal LOCA occurs, resulting in the loss of the primary
system inventory and tbc onset of core damage.

The major contributor to this sequence is the failure of all cmergency AC power. This is
dominated by the failure to start /run of all emergency diesel generators (EDGs) or the unavailability of
one EDO due to test or maintenance, coincident with the failure of the remaining units.

The loss of all AC power results in a loss of cooling to the RCP seals. The RCP LOCA
accelerates the loss of primary coolant and litaits recovery measures to approximately one hour. Major
recovery actions are the recovery of AC power and successful restoration of IIPI component cooling.

Plant Snecific Desien and Ooeratine insichts

As shown in Table 3.4, the plant specific vulnerability can vary greatly depending on certain design
features. The major in0uences on sequence importance are the degree of failure resistance of the RCP
seals under loss of cooling condit!ons (see sequence 5), the emergency AC power availability to support
scal cooling (sequence 8), and the seal cooling configuration for multi unit sites, discussed below.

The Zion CCW and Service Water (SW) systems are sharci between the units. in addition,*

all five EDGs can power both a CCW and a SW pump. This configuration permits the
continued ope ation of the CCW system at both units, despite the loss of all AC power (3
EDGs) at one unit. This capability is why Zion does not contribute to sequence 9.

Sequoyah also has a shared CCW system, llowever, the thermal barrier booster pumps are*

powered by the same unit's EDGs (l.c., no crossfeeds). Although the CCW system could
be available during an SBO, RCP scal cooling would not be maintained due to a loss of
power to the booster pumps.

.

Qualitt.tive Estimate of Scouence Imnortance

The plant specific resistance to representative accident sequence 9 depends upon the availability
of emergency AC (EAC) powet. Surry, although similar to Sequoyah and Zion in the other critical
functions, has less EAC redundancy. This is the primary reason for the high Surry contribution to this
sequence.

Calvert Cliffs has a similar EAC configuration, but, its higher degree of resistance to RCP seal
failures results in a low contribution to this sequence. Table 4.1 provides a summary of the estimated
importance for representative accident sequence 9.
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4.10 Representait3flident Sc.quence to: Inss of PCS Initiator (or Transient Followed by Inss of
FCS.) with Inss of AIM

Scauence Descrintion

Sequence 10 is a loss of the Power Conversion System (PCS) initiator (or a transient followed by
a loss of PCS) with the subsceluent failure of the AFW system. As a result of the loss of decay heat
ternoval, the primary system overheats. The associated system pressurization causes PORV cycling a loss
of system inventory and subsequent core damage.

The precursor (Refs 710) studies were reviewed to determine major sources of PCS failures in
operating ntalear power plants. Main feed pump trips comprised over 25% of the total number of PCS
failures. These included valid, spurious or operator induced low suction pressure trips, feed pump
turbine controller failures and gradual losses of condenser vacuum or hotwell level in which the
operators did not believe the instrument readings. Steam dump valve closure failures, primarily due to
positioner linkage problents, contributed approximately 15% The remainder of the loss of PCS
precursors is fairly evenly divided among condensate pump trips feedwater recirculation, control and
bypass valve malfunctions, feedwater controller failures and miscellaneous contributors, including
multiple stuck open relief valves and main turbine trips which induced PCS isolations.

The loss of the Auxiliary Fecdwater (AFW) system is the main contributor to this sequence. The
majority of the system unavailability is due to operator failures to manually start either a locked out
pump or a pump with a disabled auto start circuit. Hardware failures include steam admission suction
valve and pump local faults. The unavailability of a pump or a jump discharge valve due to mairtenance
activitics is also a contributor.

Although the plant specific input used to develop this rept sentative sequence did not consider it,
the bleed and feed mode could also be used for decay heat ret mval. The major contributors to the
failure of feed and bleed arc PORY or block valve faults and human error.

Plant Snecific Innut and Scauence Funking

This sequence postulates a failure of the decay heat removal function and is generally comidered
to be of relatively low risk importance at most plants, as depicted in Table 3.4. Calvert Cliffs is the
exception, for a variety of reasons. The lower assessed availability of the AFW system and the lack of
bleed and feed has been previously discussed in sequence 6. An additional relative susceptibi|ity is that
the two major decay heat removal systems (main and auxiliary feedwater) have a total or partial
dependence on a single vital AC power inverter. This dependency essentially doubles the Calvert Cliffs
core damage frequency contribution due to loss of main feedwater.

The Westinghouse plant PRAs examined do not indicate any significant contributions to this
sequence because of the relatively high availability of AFW and bleed and feed. In addition, motor
driven main feedwater pumps reduce plant vulnerability to sequence 10 cven further.

!'
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Qualitative Estimate of Secuence importance

This sequence postulates a loss of decay heat removal and is similar in progression to sequence
7 The plant specific availability estimates for AFW and bleed and feed are the same. As presiously
indicated, the Westinghouse plants have a relatively lower exposure to loss of decay heat removal
sequences. The Calvert Cliffs design contribution to this sequence type is relatively more significant, for
the reasons previously discussed.

4.11 Representative Accident Scouence 11: ATWS with Failure of Emercency Boration

Scouence Description

This sequence is initiated by a transient from high power followed by an RPS failure to
automatically scram the reactor. The attempts to mancally scram are not successful and emergency
boration also fails.

The initiator is a transient such as an hiSIV closure, partial loss of feedwater, feedwater flow
increase or a loss of reactor coolant system (RCS) flow that results in a turbine trip and PCS runback.
The mismatch between core power production and secondary loop heat removal results in RCS coolant
loss through the PORVs. Core uncovery and damage occur in forty minutes or less. The Salem nuclear
power phmt experienced two RPS failures to trip on the automatic trip signals, but manual trip was
svecessful. The failures were caused by malfunctions of the reactor trip breaker undervoltage
attachments.

|

|
The failure to manually scram the rcactor is caused by operator error or hardware failures of the'

control rods or drives that prevent insertion. The failure of emergency boration is dominated by
operator failure to initiate injection, while system hardware faults have a smaller contribution.

( Plant Specific Desien and Oneratine Insichts

Table 3.4 includes depicts plant specific contributions to sequence 11 that vary from 27% (Calvert
Cliffs) to less than 1% for Sequoyah. No ATWS sequence information was available for Zion in
References 13 or 14. The Calvert Cliffs contribution is driven by the decision not to credit manual
scram in the risk assessment. When this conservatism is climinated, the sequence contribution is
comparable to Sequoyah or Surry.

Given the high reliability of RPS, with credit for manual scram, the design differences of the
emergency boration function appear to have a modest influence on the plant specific contributions to
sequence 11.

|
The operator actions required to initiate boric acid injection are dependent on system design.

Some plants have an in line boric ncid injection tank with redundant valving that is an integral part of|

the charging system /high pressure injection lineup. The hardware failure for this configuration is
negligible. Injection failure is attributable to the failure to manually activate the system.

4 18
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Other plants utilize one or two boric acid pumps discharging through a common, normally closed,
high flow line to the charging pump suction header. Operator action is required to start a second pump
(or switch a single operating pump to fast speed operation) and open the normally closed MOV. This
configuration is more vulnerable to hardware failures related to the use of a single, normally closed
MOV and/or the system success criteria that require two out of two boric acid pumps to operate.

Oualitative Estimate of Scavence importance

From the foregoing discu sion, the reference plants (for which accident sequence information is
available) have an estimated medium importance for representative accident sequence 11.

Section 4 has provided a discussion of the representative accident sequences and, in particular, the
effect of design and operating features on reference plant vulnerability. The next section prioritizes the
individual component failures and human actions that comprise each sequence and also examines the
impact of plant specific design and operating variations on that ranking.

|

|

I
1

|
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5. IDENTiflCATION OF RISK thipORTANT SYSTEh!S, Coh1PONENTS, AND IIUhtAN ACTIONS

In a PRA, plausible accident scenarios are chosen for analysis. The accident scenario begins with
an initiating event such as loss of offsite power, which is then referre,, to as the initiator Subsequent
system failures such as failure of the emergency dicsci generators to function can occur due to
component failures or unavailabilities due to test or maintenance outages, or due to human errors.
These individual failures are referred to as basic events. The scenario proceeds with additional failures
occurring until core damage occurs. The overall accident scenario leading to core damage is then
referred to as an accident sequence.

Each accident sequence is evaluated by assigning a probability of occurrer ce tc. :ach basic event,
which is then referred to as the basic event pmbability. The result is that each accid mt sequence has
a frequency of occurrence which represents its contribution to the total frequency of core damage.
}lence, the logical sum of all the accident sequence frequencies represents the total core damage
frequency. The number of plausible accident scenarios can be 100 or more. However, only a portion
of these scenarios, or accident sequences, account for the bulk of core damage frequency. The latter
sequences are referred to as the dominant accident sequences.

The term logical sum refers to the need to avoid multiple counting of accident sequence failure
combinations, referred to as cutsets in PRA terminology, which appear more than once in the core
damage frequency summations. Only the minimum number of failure combinations, or minimal cutsets,
should be accounted for.

The term risk can vary in application. That is, one can calculate the risk of core damage, which
may have no adverse effects on human beings, or the risk of containment failure, which again may or
may not affect human beings. Ideally, one is interested in the risk of radioactivity releases to the
environment affecting the short term or long term health of human beings. Hence, the term risk of
hecith effects is also used. The comp!cxity and uncertainty of the calculational models, as well as the
need for detailed site specific information, greatly increase as containment failure modes and health
effects are considered. For the purposes of the methodology presented in this report, the detailed risk
insights that would be so developed would have limited generie applicability. This report focuses on core
damage frequency as an approximation of risk. (In a stric sense, only the frequency of core damage is
considered in this report, not the risk of core damage, because risk implies the probability of health
effects on human beings or other parts of the environment.)

m

in the discussion which follows, the method by which the contributing basic events that comprise
the accident sequence cutsets are prioritimd is explained. This prioritization process results in a
numerical value, or importance measure, for the basic events. The basic event importance measure
calculations can be organized in a different fashion so that plant system importance measures can be
generated.

5-1
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5.1 Calculation of Averace System and Basic Event Imnortances

A single accident sequence can be composed of several hundred cutsets. To maintain the desired
importance measure calculations at a reasonable level, only the cutsets that appeared in the top 80% of
a plant specific sequence's probability of core damage (its CDF contribution) were considered, n' this
was still not practical, only those cutsets greater than, or equal to,1% of the sequence's CDF
contribution were considered. For each plant specific dominant accident sequence, either the inspection
Importance or the Fussell Vesely importance was calculated for all of the basic events appearing within
the sequence boundaries defined above.

The !:;;pection importance of a given basic event is the summation of the CDF contributions of all
the cutsets in which the basic event appears, either within a particular accident sequence or among all
of the plants accident sequences upon which the total CDF is calculated. The FussellNesely importance

',

may be defined as the inspection importance divided by a constant value, usually the total CDF, or else
the CDF contribution of the particular accident sequence. The importance measures which were
obtained in this manner were normalized, so that the summation of these normalized ba>Tc event
importances equals 100% for each sequence.

. In reality, each of the representative sequences encompasses more than one plant specific accident
sequence. That is, there are multiple plant specific accident sequences associated with a representative ,

accident sequence. As a result, an average basic event importance was calculated for each basic event
by taking the summation of all the normalized basic event values for that same event, and then dividing
by the total number of contributing sequences.

Mathematically, the above discussion can be represented as follows:

l'e e

I* * (51).

{l'(i)
i. i

,

.

where

- 1| = the Inspection Importance of the i component for a plant specific sequence

m= the number of basic events in a plant specific sequence

1,' = . the normalized importance for basic event i of a plant specific sequence

Each of the normalized basi; event importances,1[, are then substituted into the following
equation

52
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If = .1 {* 1[(i) (5 2).

n ,,i

where l|= the average basic event importance for event i of a representative accident sequence.

n = the number of plant specific sequences associated with a representative accident sequence.

For example, refer to Table 5.1, Representative Sequence 1, the human error of High Pressure
injection / Recirculation " Failure to switch from RWST to the containment sump via the LPR system
including failure to stop pumps on RWST lo lo alarm."

The plant specific contributors to Representative Sequence 1 are:

Elant Specific Scauence No. Total No. of Secuences

Sequoyah 1,3,4,6 4

Calvert Cliffs 3,4,15 3
Surry 2,10,13,14,19 5
Zion 2 1

n=13

The basic event inspection importance for the particular human error, event I, is:

Normalized Inspection
importance for Event

Plant Specific Sequence No. (l[)
Containine Event i

Sequoyah 1 42
6 44

Calvert Cliffs 4 1-
Zion 2 15

El[=102

The average basic event importance,17, is then:

17- {1[- (102)-8

53
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lt should be noted that the Surry, Sequoyah (Ref. 4,12), and Calvert Cliffs (Ref.11) PRAs were
selected for the system and event importance calculations for each representative sequence. Locating
an additional risk assessment that contained dominant accident sequence cutsets was difficult. After
evaluation of alternatives, it was decided to include the NRC developed System Analysis and Risk
Assessment (SARA) system (Ref.14) for Zion. The SARA sequence probabilities showed good
correlation to the values published in NUREG/CR 4550, Vol. 7 (Ref.13), for the sequences of interest.

5.2 Develonment of Plant Snecific Modifiers

in the example in Section 5.1 above, it was shown how the average basic event importances
provided in Table 5.1 were calculated. The next step is to illustrate how the average event importances
should be adjusted for application to plants. The adjustment factors are referred to as Plant Specific
Modifiers (PSM).

A total of 65 modifiers are provided in Table 5.1. They are intended to accommodate the various
differences in design and level of redundancy in Westinghouse and CE plants not subjected to a PRA.
The events in Table 5.1 are cross referenced to the applicable modifiers. Plant specific basic event
importances for plants not subjected to a PRA can be derived using these modifiers. These modifiers
reflect, in an approximate manner, the deviations from the four reference plants (Sequoyah, Surry,
Calvert Cliffs and Zion).

As an example, for the same basic event mentioned in Section 5.1, PSM No. 8 is cross referenced
in Table 5.1 The factor of 3 (PSM No. 8) was developed in the following way, in the Sequoyah PRA,
there were four contributing sequences to Representative Sequence No.1., i.e., Nos.1,3,4, and 6. Of
these, only sequence Nos. I and 6 contained the basic event. The Normalized inspection importance for
the basic event in each of those two sequences was 42 and 44, respectively. 1-lence, the Average
inspection importance for this event, considering only Sequoyah is:

42 4
1,^ - =21

i sequences

versus the average for all plants,1,^ = 8. The intent of the plant specific modifier (PSM) is to
approximate the contribution this basic event would make in a plant with a design configuration of its
ilPI and llPR systems similar to Sequoyah's, llence, the applicable PSM (No. 8) is:

PSM- 1'l'.-3
8

PSMs have only been provided for basic events in which plant design or operational variations have
a strong influence, either positively or negatively, on the CDF contribution of a representative sequence.
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To summarize, Table 5.1 presents the basic events for each representative accident sequence,
including the associated average importance estimates. These importance values can be used to rank the

3

sequence contributors on a relative basis only. For example, a value of eight is considered to be more !
risk significant than an estimate of two, but not necessarily four times as important, in addition, small j
differences are not considered to be significant, j

!

The average importance values are just that, a composite of the plant specific accident sequence i

information. As such, the accident contributors are identified, but the prioritization, based on average !
importance, may de-emphasize the risk significance of certain plant specific variations, hence, the use of
the pSMs.

i

53 Rankinc of the Basic Events
i

Thus far, the methodology has had an accident sequence emphasis, meaning that failure descriptions !
and basic event runkings were presented within the framework of a sequence. From a PRA perspective,
the accident sequence approach provides the context for the examination of component failures, human
actions, and their interrelationships. However, it is more convenient to organize the important events
by plant activities. Appendix A presents an inspection matrix which is a plant activity based organization
of the basic events associated with all eleven representative accident sequences. As before, risk
significant design and operating variations can be incorporated to provide a plant specific prioritization !

of systems, components, and human actions.

|

!

I

f

i

a

!

i

$
i

!

l

i
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence Importance Summary

Representative Accident Sequence 1:

Small or Medium LOCA with Failure of High Pressure injection or Recirculation

Plant Specific
Event Description Average importanc.i.s Modifier

Initiator

Small/ Medium LOCA Initiator 43

High Pressure injection / Recirculation 7

* Human Error
Failure to switch from RWST to the containment sump via
' the LPR system including failure to stop pumps on RWST
lo-lo alarm 8 8

* Valves
Failure of common HPI discharge valve (s) to open

(including common cause) 8 9

Failure of common HP1 suction valve (from RWST) to
open, including check valves 2

Plugging of manual valve in the common HPI suction line 2

Failure of mini flow valve to open 4

Failure of HPR suction valve (s)(including common cause) 5

Safety injection mini flow valve fails to close. Interlock fails
pump suction valves from LPR. <1

Valve subtotal = 21
* Pumps

Local fault of pump (s)(incl. common cause) 2

Failure of control cable to pump <l
Failure of pump breaker to closc <l
Pump in maintenance <1

Pump subtotal = 2

HEI/R total = 5i
Low Pressure Recirculation 11,12,13

* Human Error
Failure to stop LP/ pumps if mini flow valie doesn't

open/ failure to restart pump for recirculation i 14

.
* Pumps

|' Pump (s) fall to start (incl. common caux) 4 15

| Pump fails to run 1

* Valves
|- LPI mini flow valve (s) fail to open (incl. common cause) 4 14

| Failure of LPR suction valve (s) to open 4 15

Failure of LPI suction valve to close (from RWST) I 15

,

Valve subtotal = 9

Containment sump plugging i 21
-

j

LPR total = 16

I' See General notes I and 2. repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table.
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence importance Summary (Cont'd)

Sequence 1:(Cont'd)

Plant Specific
Event Dewription Average Importance'd Modifier

Component Cooling Water 60

. Human Error
Failure to manually align standby train after failure of

operating loop 1

. Pumps
CCW pump (s) falls to run (incl. common cause) <1 62

. Valves
Local fault of any CCW valve that disables all ECCS pump

coolers <l
Local fault of standby HX bypass valve 1

Local fault of standby HX outlet valve <l

CCW total = 2

' Service Water 60

. Valves
Failure of any SW valve which stops SW flow to CCW HX 1 61

. Pumps
Common cause failure of SW pumps that ultimately cool the

HPI pumps <l
Common cause failure of HPI cooling water strainers (lube

oil cooling / scal injection) 1

SW total = 2

Room Cooling

Electrical failures (power cable / breaker) disable HPR pump
room cooling 3 65

Failure of SW valve disables HPR pump room cooling 1 65

Room Cooling total = 4

RWST

* Human Error
Miscalibration of RWST level sensors due to common cause

fails manual or auto realignment of high pressure ECCS 3

Operator fails to remove refuel drain plugs after refuel
outage 1 22

RWST total = 4

'' See General notes 1 and 2, repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table.
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence Importance Summary (Cont'd)

Representative Accident Sequence 2:

Medium or Large LOCA with Failure of Low Pressure Recirculation

Plant Specific

Event Description Average Importanee .2 Modifiert

Initiator

Medium /Large LOCA 51

Low Pressure Recirculation
11,16

.

* iluman Error
Failure to switch from cold to hot leg LPR 3

Failure to successfully switch from LPI to LPR
including valve alignment errors 20 17

iluman Error subtotal = 23

* Valves
LP hot isg recirc. disch. vah e fails to open i

LPR sump suction valve (s) iill to open 7 15

Failure of RWST pump sucti on valve to close 7 15

Pump discharge crossover va lve falls to close <l
4Cold leg isolation valve (s) ftil to close

Valve subtotal = 19

* Pumps
Low pressure pump (s) f .I to run (incl common

4 15
cause)

Pump subtotal = 4

LPR total = 46

RWST

* l&C
Common cause miscalibration of the RWST level

4sensors

I' See General notes I and 2,repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table.

|
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence Importance Summary (Cont'd)

Representative Accident Sequence 3:

Medium or Large LOCA with Failure of Low Pressure injection

Plant Specific
Event Description Average Importance *8 Modifier3

Initiator

Medium /Large LOCA 51

Low Pressure Injection 10

* Human Error
Failure to stop pumps if mini flow valve falls M open 1 18
Failure to realign system after testing 5 19

* Valves
LPI mini flow valve (s) fall to open (incl. common

cause) 2 18

* Pumps
LPI pump (s) falls to start (incl. common cause) 11

LPI puinp(s) falls to run (incl. common cause) 3

Pump subtotal = 14

LPI total = 22
Accumulators 20

* Injection Failure (including check valve failure to
open/MOV plugging) 27

See General notes I and 2, repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table.
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence importance Summary (Cont'd)

Representative Accident Sequence 4:

LOCA Outside Containment (ISLOCA)
Plant Specific

Event Description Average importance''8 Modifier

Initiators

Low Pressure Coolant Injection Lines 23,24,25

* Transfer open of I check valve followed by a rupture
of the second interface valve 47

* Failure of one ulve to close on repressurization fol-
lowed by rupture of the second 2 26

* Rupture ofinterface valves 1

Shutdown Cooling Lines including 34 27,28

*

* Both interface valves rupture
* Downstream valve transfers open, upstream valve

ruptures

Recovery Action

* Operator failure to isolate LPI interfacing LOCA 16 29

I' See General notes I and 2, repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table.

:
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence importance Summary (Cont'd)

Representative Accident Sequence 5:

less of all CCW Initiator

Plant Specific'

Event Description Average importance 2 Modifieri

Initiators 30,31,32

* Failure of CCW due to a pipe rupture 49
* Common cause failure of running CCW pumps 25 62

CCW System 62

* Pumps
Standby pump (s)in maintenance <1

'

Standby pump (s) fail to start t8 62
. Standby pump (s) fall to run 7 62

* See General notes 1 and 2, repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table.
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence Importa sce Summary (Cont'd)

Representative Accident Sequence 6:'

Loss of One 125V DC Bus initiator ,

Plant Specific

Event Description Average Importance .2 Modifiers

Initiator

Loss of a 125V DC bus 31

33AFW System

. Human Error
Operator falls to manually start locked out pump 7 34

Operator falls to manually start pump, given auto
start failure 3

Operator fails to restore turbine driven pump from
test <1

Failure to crossfeed AFW from another unit of a
multiple unit site 3

Operator fails to increase flow to SG given
unavailability of the other SG 1 35

Failure to restore AFW turbine driven pump
discharge valve after test <l

Human Error subtotal = 14

* Pumps
Motor driven (MD) AFW pump fails to start 15 36

MD pump fails to run _ 1 36

Turbine driven (TD) pump fails to start /run 17

TD pump in maintenance 3

TD pump in test <1

Pump subtotal = 36

* Valves -
Throttleffrip valve fails to open (valve faults in

steam admission line) '2

AFW FW valve in maintenance that disables two
AFW pumps 1 37

Local fault of valve in MD pump disch. to SG 12 36

Local f ault of valve in TD pump disch. to SG 2 ,

Valve subtotal = 17

AFW tott.1 = 67

Safeguards Actuation Signals

Failure of AFW auto actuation 3

1

Feed and Bleed Mode 42

43PORV fails to open
Bleed and feed human error 43

1,2
See General notes I and 2, repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table.
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence Importance Summary (Cont'd)

_ Representative Accident Sequence 7:

Loss of Offsite Power Initiator with EDGs Operable, Loss of AFW

Plant Specific
Event Description Average Importance 8 Modifieri

Initiator

Loss of offsite power 26

AFW System 33

. Human Error
Undetected flow diversion 4 38
Operator fails to start locked out pump 12 34
Operator fails to manually start given auto start failure <1

H" man Error subtotal = 16
. Valves

Undetected FW back leakage through pump
discharge check valves causes steam binding 3 39

Local fault of AFW suction valve from the CST fails
alloperating AFW pumps 2 40

Local fault of valve in turbine driven (TD) AFW
pump steam admission line 3

Maintenance of valve in an AFW pump feedwater
line disables two pumps 5 37

Failure to provide AFW feedwater flow due to faults-

in motor driven (MD) discharge line pipe segment
(local faults in the pump discharge valves) <1

Failure to provide AFW flow due to faults in turbine
driven discharge line pipe segment (local faults in
the pump disch. valves) <l

Valve subtotal = 15

* Pumps
Local fault of AFW TD pump 6
Local fault of MD pump 2
Local fault of MD pump power breaker <l

|
TD pump undergoing maintenance 4

'

Pump subtotal = 12

AFW total = 43

Emergency AC Power

EDG fails to start on demand 17

EDG unavailable due to maintenance 2
EDG fails to continue to run 6
EDO not retumed to service from test <1

Emergency AC Power
subtotal = 25

I' See General notes I and 2 repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table.
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence importance Summary (Cont'd) ,

Sequence 7: (Cont'd)

Plant Specific
Event Description Average importanee ,2 Modifiert

Bleed and Feed Mode 42

Failure of a PORV to open on demand 6 44

PORY block valve closed 1 45

Bleed and Feed subtotal = 7

Vital Buses / Inverters
Local fault of inverter fails auto actuation AFW pump i

'' See General notes I and 2, repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table.

,
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence Importance Summary (Cont'd)

Representative veident Sequence 8:

Stat'.on biekoot with Loss of AFW

Plant Specific
sEvent Description Average importance . Modifier

Loss of Offsite Power Initiator 22

AIM System

. Iluman Error
Failure to manually open TD pump discharge valves 1 41

* Pumps
AFW TD pump falls 15

. Valves
Fault in turbine driven discharge pipe segment,

primarily due to valve failure !

AFW subtotal = 17

Emergency AC Power

EDO(s) fails to start (incl. common cause) 16

EDG(s) falls to continue to run (incl. common cause) 12
EDG unavailable due to test or maint. 8

Emergency AC Power
Total = 36

Recovery Action

Failure to recover AC power 25 46

1,2
See General notes I and 2, repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accornpanies this table.

i
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence Importance Summary (Cont'd)

Representative Accident Sequence 9:

Station Blackout with RCP Seal LOCA

Plant Specific
Event Description Average importance 2 Modifler5

Loss of Offsite Power Initiator 26

Emergency AC Power

EDG(s) fails to start (incl. common cause) 27

EDG(s) fails to continue to run (incl. common cause) 13

Test & Maint, unavailability of EDO 9
Emergency AC Power

Subtotal = 49
Recovery Actions

. Failure to recover AC power 27 46

1.2See General notes I and 2. repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table.
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence Importance Summary (Cont'd)

Represe ttative Accident Sequence 10:

Loss of PCS Initiator (or Transient Followed by Loss of PCS) with Loss of AFW

Plant Specific
Event Description Average importance''8 Modifier

Initiator

Loss of PCS transient (or general transient followed
by loss of PCS) 27

AFW System 33

* Human Errors
Failure to manually start locked out turbine driven

(TD) pump 9 34
Failure to manually start motor driven (MD) pump,

given auto start failure 17 47
Failure to restore TD pump disch, valve from test <1

Iluman Error subtotal = 26
. Valves

Local fault of AFW suction valve 5

Local fault of steam admission valve 6

Maint. of steam admission valve <l
Maint. of pump disch. valve falls multiple pumps 1 37

Valve subtotal = 12
* Pumps

AFW TD pump local fault 7

AFW TD pump in maintenance 5

AFW TD pump in test 1

AFW MD pumplocal fuult 2

AFW MD pump in maintenance <l
AFW MD pump circuit breaker fault 2 -

Pump subtotal = 17
+ AFW Logic

Local fault of AFW logic system falls to actuate MD
pump and/or one TD pump steam valve 1

AFW total = 56

Vital AC Power

Loss of vital AC bus fails AFW TD pump steam
admission valve and MD pump 17 47

Safeguards Actuation Signals

Fault in ESFAS sequencer fall auto actuation of MD
pump <l

Feed and Bleed Mode 42,43

'' See General notes 1 and 2. repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table.
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Table 5.1

Representative Accident Sequence Importance Summary (Cont'd)

Representative Accident Sequence 11:

ATWS with Failure of Emergency Boration

Plant Specific

Event Description Average importance .2 Modifiert

Trans'ent Event Requiring a SCRAM 28

Failure of RPS 28

Failure of Manual SCRAM 17

Emergency Boration

iluman Errore

Failure to perform (initiate) emergency boration 23

Hardware

Failure of boric acid transfer pump to provide
sufficient flow 2 57,58

Maintenance of charging pumps 2 56

Valves

Local fault of one valve results in system failure
3 59Control circuit fault of one valve disables system -

Power cable to one valve fails disabling system

I' S ;c Ocneral notes I and 2, repectively in the listing of Plant Specific Modifiers which accompanies this table,

i

|

|

|
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Plant SpeclDe Modiner (PSM) Notes for Table 5.1

General

1. The average importance is a composite of the input PRAs. These values can be used to prioritize
the failure modes on a relative basis. Small differences in importance values are not significant.

2. The average importance estimates should be used unless, as indicated elsewhere in these notes,
plant specific design or operating features exist that can significantly alter the average importance
estimates. In that case, the appropriate note will provide guidance to revise the average importance
value to reucci a plant specific attribute.

3. The estimated importance for sequence 7 has been revised to " low" based on the conservative
PORV availability assumption used in the Surry PRA.

4. Surry has motor driven main feedwater pumps which, unlike turbine driven pumps, are expected to
be available after MSIV closure, loss of turbine bypass etc. This reduces the importance of
sequence 10 still further,

5. No ATWS information is available for Zion in NUREG/CR-4550 vol. 7 or the SARA Code for
sequence 11,

6. The Calvert Cliffs PRA (NUREG/CR 3511) did not credit manual scram. When this conservatism
is eliminated, the relative importance of sequence 11 is similar to Surry or Sequoyah.

Hich Pressure inicction/ Recirculation

7. High pressure injection / recirculation (HPl/R) success criteria for a small or intermediate LOCA is
generally the continued flow from one of four (or three) high pressure pumps to the RCS given
successful low pressure system operation (if required).

8. This is an average importance value, based on input from the surrogate PRAs If the plant HP!/R
design is known it can be modified as follows:

For an ECCS design that requires operator action to manually realign the high pressure or low
*

pressure injection system from the injection mode to the recirculation configuration. In
conjunction with a large dry containment, multiply the average importance value by a factor
of 2.

For a similar ECCS design, but with an ice condenser containment, multiply the average*

importance value by a factor of 3.

This failure mode is not critical for ECCS designs that automatically align to the high pressure
*

- recirculation mode. Replace the average importance value with a value of 1.0 to reflect manual
realignment after the automatic function fails.

9. The importance of this failure mode is directly related to the number of RCS injection pathways
and if the injection valves are required to open for system success. The configuration under
consideration (Surry) has a single system (cnarging) for HPI and two normally closed MOVs in

1
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parallel, which are automatically opened by a safety injection signal. As a recovery, another
injection pathway could be remote manually opened. But in general, this HPl design is more
susceptible to injection valve failures. To reflect this, quadruple the average importance value for
discharge configurations that resemble Surry. In contrast, the Calvert Cliffs configuration has eight

,

injection MOVs with only one required for successful mitigation. Although these valves are
normally closed, failure of all 8 is unlikely and this failure mode can be neglected,

low Pressure ECCS

10, Successful low pressure injection generally requires the operation of one out of two trains. Room
cooling is not required during the injection phase, but pump seal and lube oil cooling are usually

"

necessary.

[ l 1. Low pressure recirculation (LPR) success criteria are generally one out of two trains supplying
makeup to the high pressure ECCS (small LOCA) or to the RCS (large LOCA). Pump room
cooling and pump cooling are usually required, making component cooling water and service water
vital for successful LPR.

12. For small and medium LOCAs, Iww Pressure Injection / Recirculation (LPl/R) is a support system
for HPR at Westinghouse plants. As such, the failure of the low pressure recirculation can result
in core damage even for small pressure boundary failures. The Combustion Engineering (Calvert
Cliffs) design does not exhibit this dependency, and LPR failures should be omitted.

13. Among the Westinghouse units, low pressure recirculation is even more important for plants with
ice condenser containments. The free volume is smaller than in large dry containments causing
faster pressurization which, in conjunction with a lower spray setpoint, activates the sprays earlier.
This in turn, results in an earlier need for recirculation. It has been estimated that a small LOCA
at Sequoyah could require a switchover to the recirculation mode in about 80 minutes following
accident initiation or 20 minutes following containment spray actuation. For the same size break,-

a large dry containment would not require recirculation switchover for several hours. This could
. give the operator time to lower the RCS temperature, depressurize and transfer to closed cycle
shutdown cooling. The accelerated timing for the smaller ice condenser containment design does

, not allow this.

14. This importance estimate (sequence 1) is based on normally closed low pressure ECCS minimum
flow valves. Neglect for normally open valves with out of position annunciation in the control room.

15. Multiply by a factor of two for ice condenser containments. See also note 13,
E

16. This sequence is not applicable to Calvert Cliffs. The CE design uses high pressure recirculation to
mitigate all break sizes. The RWST low level signal causes high pressure ECCS switchover and
stops the low pressure ECCS injection which is generally locked out by the recirculation signal.

17. If manual realignment of the LP ECCS pump suction from the RWST to the containment sump is
- required, multiply this average importance value by a factor of 2. If the plant design has automatic

switchover, reduce the importance estimate to 1 to account for the need for manual realignment,
only if the automatic function fails.
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18. Multiply this importance value by a factor of three (sequence 3) if the plant has a normally closed
mini flow valve configuration where the valves must open on / stem initiation to prevent pump
damage at high RCS pressures. Not applicable for normally open mini flow valves etess valve
mispositioning is unlikely to be detected.

19. If there is no provision for the detection of system misalignments, multiply this average importance
value by threc. If discharge valve mispositioning is alarmed in the control room or if valve positions
are checked regularly (i.e., once per shift, once per day), this failure can be neg!ccted.

20. The accumulators quickly reflood the reactor core following a large LOCA. Each primary loop
generally has one accumulator. For successful mitigation of a large LOCA all of the accumulators
on the intact loops must inject.

RWST/ Containment Sumn

21. The containment sump plugging concern can be exaccrbated by suction piping design. If a plugged
strainer can disable a train of high or low pressure SCCS, multiply the average importance by a
factor of 2. Leave importance unchanged if each recirculation train can take suction via multiple
sump strainers.

22. Applies only to ice condenser containments.

Ifi/R11R liich to low Pressure Interface Desien

23. The Westinghouse high to low pressure interface design is the configuration of interest. It features
two series check valves with a normally open MOV.

24. The CE design features several check valves in series with a normally closed MOV which is much
less susceptible to this initiator. If the check valves are periodically leak tested and the MOV is
tested only when the RCS is depressurized, the LPI interfacing LOCA initiator can be neglected.

25. The placement of the accumulator discharge relative to the high/ low pressure interface can
influence the check valve failure order. For example, Sequoyah's accumulators connect between the
two check valves. If the upstream check valve (furthest from the RCS) fails first, the accumulator
will discharge into the LPI system and alert the operator, if either interface check valve can fail
undetected, this initiator is more likely Multiply the average importance values by two.

26. Not applicable if the check valves are required to be tested on every RCS repressurization or if the
valves change position. Mu'tiply this average importance value by a factor of three if these
provisions do not exist.

27. The shutdown cooling (SDC) line initiator appears to be more significant than the LPI interfacing
LOCA. The shutdown ecxiling configuration generally features two normally closed MOVs in series
with a relief valve in between. The intervening relief valve makes it necessary that the downstream
(furthest from the RCS) fail first. Otherwise, the relief valve discharge would alert the operator
and plant shutdown would commence.
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28. The shutdown cooling line initiator can be neglected if the MOVs have a high pressure interlock
to prevent downstream piping overpressurization and the MOVs are keylocked with administratively
controlled keys. Multiply by a factor of three if the pressure interlock is not functional post.startup
(Zion).

29. A potential recovery action has been included to account for operator action to isolate the
interfacing LOCA by manual closure of the LPI discharge MOV. The successful mitigation of this
event is plant specific and is dependent on:

The existence of two isolable LPI discharge headers to enable the use of the other LPI loop,*-

or the ability to use another system for RCS makeup.

LPI pump separation to minimize the environmental impact of RCS blowdown on the second*

train.

The capability of the LPI discharge MOV to isolate the interfacing LOCA. The valve may not*

be designed to close against the high differential pressure.

Reactor Coolant Pumn Seals

30. Sequence 5 is illustrative of a relative design weakness for certain Westinghouse plants. A single
cooling system (CCW) supports reactor coolant pump (RCP) seal cooling modes (thermal barrier
cooling and seal injection) and provides essential cooling for the ECCS pumps. The HPI ECCS
pumps, i.e., the CVCS charging pumps, provide RCP seal injection and are required to mitigate a
RCP seal LOCA failure. However, the pumps are cooled by CCW.

'

31. The Byron Jackson reactor coolant pumps used in CE plants have a seat configuration (three full
pressure seals and a controlled leakoff or a fourth full pressure scal) different from the RCP seals
used in Westinghouse plants that provides a greater level of resistance to loss of cooling induced
failures.

32. Surry has a cross connect between the % that enables the second unit's charging pumps to supply
seat injection to the Unit 1 RCPs in the event of a loss of CCW. This is limited by the Unit 2'
RWST capacity and requires makeup from the Unit 1 RWST. Long term mitigation involves RCS

~ depressurization by secondary steaming and LPl/R for injection and long term decay heat removal,
At Surry LPI/R operation is not dependent on CCW for either seal or room cooling.

Auxiliary Feedwater System

33. AFW system success criteria vary among the reference plants. Generally, AFW flow from one pump
to one steam generator is sufficient for decay heat removal. Sequoyah requires flow to two of its

. four steam generators and Calvert Cliffs requires operator action to increase AFW flow, if only one
steam generator is available.

34. The Calvert Cliffs plant has a pump that is normally locked out and requires manual start. If an
AFW pump normally requires operator action to start, increase the average importance value by a
factor of four (sequence 6), a factor of 2 (sequence 7) and keep unchanged for sequence 10. If the

'

AFW system has auto start provisions for all pumps, this human error is not applicable.

|
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35. Increase this average importance value by a factor of two if, like Calvert Cliffs, the unavailability of !

one steam generator requires manual adjustment of the AFW flow control valve to increase flow
i

to the remaining steam generator (s) for successful decay heat removal.

36. If the AFW piping has a common portion of the discharge line, shared by two pumps and selected
valves can only be disassembled if both pumps are disabled, multiply by a factor of 3 (sequences 6 I
and 7). l. cave as is for sequence 10.

37. One motor driven AFW pump is usually unavailable as a result of the initiator. Neglect this event
if the AFW system has only one motor driven pump.

38. Undetected AFW flow diversion to another unit of a multiple unit site. Based on a single MOV or
multiple valves in parallel that isolate an AFW crosstic and the failure of valve position indication.
If candidate plant geometry is similar, multiply importance by a factor of 3.

39. The Surry design originally consisted of normally open AFW pump discharge MOVs, insulated
discharge lines and check valves that failed to prevent back leakage. After a steam binding incident
occurred, check valves were reworked, insulation removed and pump discharge piping temperature
was checked every 8 hours. Multiply by a factor of 3 if the design resembles Surry and no
compensating measures have been taken.

40. Calvert Cliffs has a common suction header from the CST. For configurations similar to Calvert
- Cliffs, multiply by a factor of 3.

41. The Sequoyah AFW discharge line configuration utilizes normally open air operated valves that fail
closed on loss of air.

- Bleed and Feed

42. The availability of bleed and feed is plant specific. Some plant PRAs do not take credit for this
option due to the comparatively low head of the safety injection pumps (Calvert Cliffs,
NUREO/CR 3511). Other PRAs assume 2 PORVs are required for success (Sequoyah and Surry,
NUREO/CR 4550). For those plants with DC controlled PORVs, the sequence 6 initiator (loss of
one 125V DC bus), fails one valve and climinates the bleed and feed mode (Sequoyah). The Surry
PORVs use AC control power (with DC backup) and do not have this dependency. The Zion risk
assessment (NUREO/CR-4550) has re-evaluated the plant's bleed and feed capability and concluded

' that a single PORV is sufficient for success.

43. If the bleed and feed success criterion is one out of two PORVs (or if one PORV is not disabled
by the initiator), then the PORV operability and human error importances developed from the Zion
input (i.e.,23 and 2, respectively) can be used for sequences 6 and 10.

44. If the bleed and feed success criterion requires two PORVs, multiply importance by a factor of 3.

45. The importance value assmnes a block valve is closed 20 to 30% of the time. If plant specific
experience is higher, this sequence becomes more important, and the reasons for the higher
incidence of potential PORV unavailability should be examined.

1
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Emereenev Power

46. Some multi. unit sites can supply emergency AC power from one unit to the other, if the Unit 2
EDGs can be readily used to power Unit 1 vital equipment, multiply this importance by a factor of
two (sequence 8). This provision is the basis of the average importance estimate for sequence 9 and
need not be modified.

47. An inverter fault fails auto actuation of the AFW motor driven pump, and an AFW turbine steam
admission valve One feedwater regulating valve fails closed, and one MFW bypass valve fails full
open. An MFW pump minimum flow recirculation valve fails full open and a turbine bypass valve
fails closed.These failures are expected to trip the MFW pumps on low suction pressure if the unit
of this sequence is at power.

48. Sequoyah has two dedicated EDGs per unit. One EDO is sufDeient to prevent an SBO. In addition,
a 6.9 kV shutdown can be used to provide AC power from the Unit 2 EDGs.

49. The emergency AC power configuration consists of one dedicated emergency diesel generator
(EDG) and one shared EDG for a two unit site. The success criteria is two out of three EDGs to
prevent an SBO at either unit. In addition, manual realignment of the swing dicsci may be required
for a LOOP when the dedicated EDO fails.

50. . Zion has two dedicated EDGs per unit and a fifth swing diesel. A single EDG at each unit provides
sufficient power to mitigate this sequence.

51. _ DC power is important to maintain vital instrumentation and as a support system for the turbine
driven AFW train (s).

52. The Sequoyah DC power configuration consists of four independent trains with multiple hard wired
cross feeds. A fifth battcry can be connected to any bus in about ten minutes. In addition, the DC
power for tbc Unit 1 AFW system is normally supplied by the Unit 2 DC buses which are likely to
remain operable un! css there is a simultaneous SBO at both units.

: 53. The DC power buses appear to be completely independent between the two Surry units. There
does not appear to be a simple mechanism to allow the dedicated EDG at Unit 2 to charge a Unit
1 DC bus.

54. Calvert Cliffs has a DC power design that enables the dedicated Unit 2 EDG to charge two of the
four shared DC buses without operator action.

55. Generally, the emergency boration success criteria are one of three charging pumps injecting boron
into the RCS with an operable BIT tank or one out of two boric acid transfer pumps supplying
sufficient boron to the charging pump suction header. Manual initiation is assumed.

56. The Calvert Cliffs emergency boration success criteria require two charging pumps for boron
injection. Most plants require only one pump which is normally running. If multiple charging pumps

: are required for successful emergency boration, multiply the importance value by a factor of three,
if a single pump will suffice, neglect this failure mode.
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Emernency Boration

57. The Surry boric acid transfer (BAT) configuration consists of two 100% capacity pumps. Under
ATWS conditions, the operator switches the operating BAT pump to its high speed setting. The
failure mode is the inability of the operating pump to provide sufficient baron. Since the standby
pump must be manually aligned, this recovery was not credited. Multiply importance value by three
if the emergency boration configuration resernbles Surry.

58. This failure is not applicable for plants that have BIT tanks.

59. Unlike most systems that have multiple injection pathways, Calvert Cliffs has a single normally
closed MOV that can fail all boration. Surry has a similar configuration. However, successful
emergency boration can also be accomplished through the normal charging path.

Sprvice Water. Comoonent Cooline Water. Room Cooline

60. ECCS injection is usually dependent on the Service Wa'er (SW) and closed Cooling Water (CCW)
systems for cooling. In general, CCW/SW is necessary for high and low pressure ECCS pump seal
and lube oil cooling in both the injection and recirculation phases. In addition, room cooling (by
SW) is generally required for the recirculation mode.

61. This assessment is based on a COW success criteria of one out of 3 pumps and one out of two heat
exchangers per unit. If the cooling system that supports the ECCS is less redundant, revise the
importance value to a 2 (sequence 1) or multiply by a factor of 2 (sequence 5).

62. Calvert Cliffs has a pinch point in the SW sptem serving the CCW heat exchangers. The closure
of an open manual valve in this common line will disable all SW flow to the CCW heat exchangers
and ultimately fail. For similar designs, multiply the average importance by a factor of 6.

63. The CCW system is shared between units and is functional during an SDO at one unit. However,
the thermal barrier booster heat exchanger pumps are powered by the Unit 1 EDGs, which are

. unavailable. Therefore, an S110 fails RCP cooling.

M. CCW sptem is a shared system, and is operable during an Si1O at one unit. RCP seal cooling is
maintained.

65. This is based on a monthly surveillance, if pump room cooling is tested at six month intervals,
multiply by a factor of 6.
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APPL:NDIX A

PWR INSPirilON htATRIX D1:VI:1,0PM1:NT

Unlike the accident i.equence focus presented earlier, the inspection matrix approach has a
system and component emphasis, which is generally more compatible with the bulk of the NRC
inspections. The primary purpose of the matrix is to help prioritire and reorganire the inspection items
into a user friendly format. PRA insights are included where available, but the inspector should also
develop individual avenues of inquiry, on the basis of plant history and his/her own exper '

, .

Table A 1 is derived from the representative accident sequences. Each " basi = nt" (i.e.,
component failure or Luman error) is listed including originating sequence (s), an impor, ace estimate
for ranking purposes and an inspection matrix that provides recommeaded areas of inspection derived
from PRA insights and NRC inspection modules.

As discussed in detail in Section 5. for each event, the 'importance estimate" is generally the
summation of the average importance estimates for all contributing sequences. This value is usually
provided, unless the event importance is sensitive to plant specific design or operating variations. In that
case, the average importance value is shown in parenthesis and the ' comments" provide the necessary
Suidance to revise the event importance for each contributing sequence as follows:

R
1^ - { (l*(R) P(R))

4

where
I = basic event importance estimate

R representative accident sequence number=

l^ average importance estimate for an event "A" of a representative accident sequence=

P = adjustment factor to revise the average importance estimate to incorporate risk
significant plant specific design and operating features. This adjustmem factor is the
same as the Plant Specific Modifiers which accompany Table 5.1.

After the plant specific importance values have been developed, system importances (and
rankings) can be determined by summing the appropriate basic event importances in a similar fashion
to Table 5.1.
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Table A.1

Inspection Items by System

Inspection Matris

Lic. O per.

Rep. Import. Training / )
Event Description R, ae Est.1,2 Ops. Serv. Maint. ISifrest Calib. EOps Comeneents

INrf1ATORS

LOCAs

Smail/ Medium LOCA I x x x x

Medium /Large LOCA 2,3 x x x

LOCA Outside Contamment 4 x >: x x

t |

TRANSIENTS

Loss of a 125V DC bus 6 x x x x

Loss of offsite power 7.8,9 x x x x

Y loss of the powerconversion 10 x x x x
"' system

A transient that challenges the i1 x x

PPS system

los of allCCW: 5

x x- due to a pipe rupture
- common cause failure of eil x x x x

CCW pumps ;
1

AUXILI ARY FEEDWATER
SYSTEM

- Iluman Error

Undetected flow diversion 7 (4) x x See note 38 Table 5.1 for
potential piam specife
modifier application ,

1

Notes: 1. See general notes 1.2 and 3 in the Plant Specific Modifier section accompanying Table 5.1.
2. Importance estimates in parentheses are those which are sensitive to plant design variations. and so have a reference to a PSM in the Comments column.

I
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Table A.1

Inspection Items by System (Cont'd)

Inspection Matris
.

Lic. Oper.
] Train;nrfRep. Isuport.

Event Description Rw.xe Est. I.2 Ops. Serv. Maint. ISITI'est Calib. EOPs Cenwnents

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER
SYSTEM (Cont'd)

Failure to restore turbine driven 6 <l x x x

pump from test

Failure to increase flow to SG 6 (1) x x See note 35. Table 5.1

given unavailability of thei
ether SG

Operator fails to start locked out 6 (7) x x See note 34. Table 5.1

pump (7) (12)
10 (9)

> Operator fails to manually start 6. 7 3 x
-

O pump given auto stcrt failure

Failure to crossfeed AFW from 6 3 x x

another unit of a multiple unit
site

Failure to restore AFW turbine 6,10 <1 x x

driven pump discharge valve
after test

Failure to manually open 8 (1) x x See note 4I, Table 5.'

turbine driven pq discharge
AOVs

Failure to manually start motor 10 (17) x x See note 47. Table 5.1

driven pump, given auto start
failure

Notes: 1. See general notes 1.2 and 3 in the Plant Specific Modifier section accompanying Table 5.1.
2. Importance estimates in parentheses are those which are sensitive to plant design variations, and so have a reference to a PSM in the Comments column.
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Table A.I

Inspection items by Sysem (Cont'd)

Inspection Matrix

Lie.oper.
Training /

Rep. Insport.

Event Dest ,ption i,_ ae Est.1,2 Ops. Serv. M aint. ISI/ Test Calib. EOPs Coenneents

.

AUXILIARYi'EEDWATER
SYSTEM (Cer'W

- Ifardware

Valves

Throttle / trip v: jve fails to open 6.7.10 11 x x x x

(or other va re fauhs in steam7

admissionF ne)
See oc4e 37. Table 5.1

Local fault ol valve in MD 6 (12) x x x x

7 (2)pump discharge to SG
See note 40. Table 5.!t x x x

Iecal fault of section valve 7 (2)
from the condensate storage 10 (5)y
tank fails all operating pumpsa-

local fault of valve inTD pump 6.7.8 3 x x x x

discharge to SG

Local fault of valve in MD 7 <1 x x x x

pump discharge to SG
See inte 39. Table 5.1

Undetected FW back leakage 7 (3) x x x x

through pump discharge
valves

See note 36. Table 5.Ix
AFW FW valve in maintenance 6 (I)

disables two AFW pumps 7 (5)
10 (1)

x
Maintenance of steam 10 <1

admission valve

1. See general notes I.2 and 3 in the Plant Specific Modifier section accompanying Table 5.1.
2. Importance estimates in parentheses are those which are sensitive to plant design variations and so have a reference to a PSM in the Comments column.Notes:
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Table A.1

Inspection Items by System (Cont *d)

Inspection Matrit

uc. oper.
Trainiar/Rep. Insport.

Event Description &,ae Est.1.2 Ops. Serv. Maint. ISI/ Test Calib. EOPs Comeneents

AUXILIARY FEEDWATER
SYSTEM (Cent *d)

Pumps
See note 37. Table 11

Motor driven (MD) pump fails 6 (16) x x x x

to start /run 7 (2)
10 (2)

Turbine driven (TD) pump fails 6. 7. 8. 7 x x x x

to start /run 10

Imcal fault of MD power 7,10 2 x x

breaker

y Turbine driven pump in 6.7.10 12 x

w maintenance

~ID pump in test 6.10 1 x

Motordriven pump in 10 <1 x

maintenance

AFW Ingic
local fault of AFW actuation 10 1 x x x

signallogic fails to actuate
MD pump and/or TD pump
steam valves j

1. See general notes 1.2 and 3 in the P! ant Specific Modifier section accompanying Table 5.1.
2. Importance estimates in parentheses are these which are sensiti e to plant design variations and so have a reference to a PSM in the Comments column.

Notes:
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Table A.1 !

Inspection Items by System (Cont'd)

Inspection %1stris

|IA. Oper.

Rep. Import. j Training /,

Esent Description Sequence Est.1.2 Ops | Surs. 31aint. ISI' Test Calih. i EOIN Cmuments
! !

!

iENTERGENCY AC POWER
i

SYSTE31
i

lluman Error
Se twite46.Tabk %i|

-
I ailure te reemer AC power F (25) .-

9 (27) | ;

;

|
-

EIXi not returned to wrvice 7 <1 * j .*

! |
from test

}
;

- liardware

E' Xi fails to start on demand 7. R 9 M1 |
. .< w

!
;

t mcl o,mmon cause)
'

I r
i l |I ,

ElXi fails to contmue to run 7.R.9 31 ,

w w'<
I

|( mei. cormnon cause)
i

I
!

ElXi unavailaNe due to testme R. 4 6 I .
'

l

EIKi unavailaNe due to 7. R. 9 I3 | - ,
,

i

mamsenance

IIIGil PRESSURE
INJECTION /RECIRCULA-
TION SYSTF31

Iluman Error
~w rwwe M. Tahie 51-

I ailure to switch from RWST to I (86 x

the containment sump via the
I.PR system meluding failure
to stop the pumps on RWST
low-low alarm

See general notes I. 2 and 3 in the Plan' Specific Modif~ier section accompanymg TaNe 5.1.Notes 1
Importance estimates it. parentheses are those which are sensitive to plant design =arvat <ms, and so have a reference to a PS%t in the Cmements colt.rmn2
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Table A.I

Ittspection Items by System (Cont *d)

I_w:: _ M atrix
uc. oper.
Training /

Rep. Isuport.
Event Description Sep Est.1,2 Ops. Serv. Maint. ISI/ Test Calib. EOPs Ceaumeses

,

HIGH PRESSURE
INJECTION /RECIRCULA-
TION SYSTEM (Cest'd)

- Hardware

Valves

Failure of pump return line I 4 x x x x

(mini flow) valve to open fails
Operating pumps

Failure of HP1 discharge valves I (8) x x x x See nose 9. Tame 5.1

to open (incl. common cause)

Y Failure of valve to open in the 1 2 x x x x

common portson of the HP1"

suction line frorn the RWST .

(includirig check valves)

Plugging of manual valve in the 1 2 x x

common HP1 sectsonline

- HPt pump returnline (mini I <l x x x x

flow) valve fails to close.
.

Interlock fails HPR section
valves.

Failure of HPR section valve (s) 1 5 x x x x

to open (ircl. common cause)

Pumps

IM fault of pump (s)(incl. I 2 x x x x

common cause)

1. See general notes 1.2 and 3 in the Plant Specific Modifier section accompanying Table 5.I.Notes:
2. Importance estimates in parentheses are those which are sensitive to plant design variations. and so have a reference to a PSM in the Comments column.

:
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Table A.1

Inspection Items by System (Corw'd)

Inspection Matrix

uc. Oper.
Training /

Rep. Import.
Event Description S;,.c.a Est. I,2 Ops. Serv. Maint. ISI/ Test Cahb. EOPs Ceaunents

HIGH PRESSOTE
INJECTION /RECIRCULA-
TION SYSTEM (Cont'd)

Failure of control cable to pcmp 1 <I x x

Failure of pump breaker to close I <I x x

Pump in maintenance I <I x

LOW PRESSURE
INJECTION /RECIRCULA-
TION SYSTEM

- Ifuman Error
x* Failure to switch from cold to 2 3 x

hot leg LPR
x See notes 14 and 18

Failum to stop pumps if pump 1 (I) x
TaNe 5.1

retum line (mini flow) valve 3 (1)
fails to open or remain
open/ failure to restart pump
for recircuhtion

x See note 29.Tabi 5.1
Failure to isolateinterfacing 4 (I6} x

LOCA
x See note 17. Table 5.1

Failure to successfully switch 2 (20) x

from LPI to LPR including
valve aligr* ment errors

x See note 19. Table 5.1
Failure to realign the system 3 (5) x x

after testing g

1. See general notes 1. 2 and 3 in the Plant Specifie Modifier section accompanying Table 5.1.Notes:
2. Importance estimates in parentheses are those which are sensitive to plant design variations, and so have a refer; nee to a PSM in the Comments column.

.
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Table A 1

Inspection Items by System (Cont'd)

1 Inspection Matrix

Lic. Oper.

Rep. Import. Trainier!
Event Description Sequence Est.1.2 Ops. Serc. Maint. ISIITest Calib. EOPs Comments

I
LOW PRESSURE
INJECTION /RECIRCUIA-
TION SYSTEM (Cont *d)

- Ilardware

Valves

LPI pump return line (mini I (4) x x x x See actes 14 and 18
Table 5.1

flow) valve fails to open or 3 (2)
remain open including
common cause

Failure of LPR suction valve (s) 1 (4) x x x x See note 15. Table 5.1

2 G)to open

1 Failure of LPI suction valve to I (I) x x x x See note 15. Table 5.1>

close (from RWST) 2 G)

LP hot leg recirculation 2 I x x x

discharge vaive fails to open

Cold leg isolation valve fails to 2 4 x x x

close

Pump discharge crossover valve 2 <I x x x x

fails to close

Pums-
LPI pum's) fail to start (inct 1 (4) x x x x See note 15. Table 5.1

common cause) 3 (11)

LPI pump (s) fail to run (inct I . 3. 2 8 x x x

common cause)
See note 21. Table 5.1

Containment sump plugging I (I) x x

1. See general notes 1. 2 and 3 in the Plant Specific Modifier secnon accompanying Table 5.1.Notes:
2. Importance estimates in parentheses are those which are sensitive to plant design variations, and so have a reference to a PSM in the Comments column.
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Table A.I

Inspection Items by System (Cont'd)

Inspection Matrix

Lic. Oper.
Trainingf

Rep. Import.
Event Description Sequence Est.1.2 Ops. Serv. M aint. ISI/ Test Calib. EOPs Comments

ACCUMULATOR
See note 20. Table 5.1

Injection faitcres (including 3 (27) x x x

check valve failure to
opetGiOV plugging)

See noee 60. Table 5.1
COMPONENT COOLING
WATER (AUXILIARY
COOLANT) SYSTEM

- Iluman Error
x

Failure to manually align 1 I x

standby train after failure of

T operating loop
-

O - Ilardware

Valves

in~al fault of any CCW valve I <I x x x

that disables all ECCS pump
coolers

Imal fault of standby IIX 1 I x x x

bypass valve

taal fault of standby IIX outlet I <1 x x x x

or inlet valve

1. See general notes I,2 and 3 in the Plant Specific Modifier section accompanyin;, Table 5.1.Notes:
2. Importtnce estimates in parentheses are those which are sensitive to plant desigt variations, and so have a reference to a PSM in the Comrnents column _

_.



Table A.I

Inspection Items by System (Cont'd)

Insp<tiose Matrix

uc. Oper.
Rep. Import. Trainisyf

Event Description & quae Est.1,2 Ops. Serv. M aint. ISIfrest Calib. EOPs Comessents

COMPONENT COOLING
WATER (AUXILIARY
COOLANT) SYSTEM (Cont *d)

Pumps

CCW pump (s) fail to start or I (<l) x x x x See note 62. Table 5.1
run (incl. common cause) 5 (25)

Standby CCW pump in 5 (<t) x See note 12. Table 5.1
maintenance

SERVICE WATER See note 60. Table 5.1

> - Ilardware
~~

Valves

Ihilure of any SW valve that I (1) x x x x See note 61. Table 5.1
steps SW flow to a CCW IIX

,

Pumps

Common cause failure of the I <I x x x x
SW pumps that ultimately cool
the high pressure ECCS pumps

.

Strainers

Common cause failure ofIIPI i 1 x x
cooling water strainers (fails
lube oil cooling / seal injection)

Notes: 1. See gene <al notes 1. 2 and 3 in the Plant Specific Modifier section accompanying Table 5.1.
2. Importance estimates in parentheses are those wbich are sensitive to plant design variations. and so have a reference to a PSM in the Comments column.

__ ___ --
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Table A.1

Inspection Items by System (Cont'd)

Inspection Matrix

Lic. Oper.
Rep. Import. Training /

Event Description Sequence Est. I,2 Ops. Serv. M aint. IS1/ rest Calib. EOPs Comments

ROOM COOI *NG

- Ilardware

Electrical failures (power I (3) x x See note 65. Tabic 5.1

cable / breaker) disable IIPR
pump room cooling

Failure of service water system 1 (1) x x x See note 65. Table 5.1

valve disables HPR pump
room cooling

REFUELING WATER
STORAGETANK (RWST)

>
.'. - Ifuman Error
w

Common cause miscalibration 1.2 7 x x

of RWSTlevel sensors fails
manual or auto realignment of
high and/or low pressure
ECCS

Operator fails to remove refuel I (1) x x x See note 22. Table 5.I

drain plugs after refuel outage

VITAL BUSES / INVERTERS

Local fault ofinverter fails auto 7 1 x x

actuation of AFW pump
6

Loss of vital bus fails TD steam IC 17 x x

admission valve and MD
Pump

Notes: 1. See general notes 1,2 and 3 in the Plant Specific Modifier section accompanying Table 5.1.
2. Importance estimates in parentheses are those which are sensitive to plant design variations. and so have a reference to a PSM in the Comments column.

, - _ _ _ _ _ . _ _ _ _
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Table A.I

Inspection Items by System (Cont'd)

Inspection Matrix

uc. Oper.
7ep. Import. Training /

Event Description 4.ae Est.1,2 Ops. Serv. Mairt. ISLTest Calib. EOPs Comunents

BLEED AND FEED MODE See note 42. Table 5.1

Bleed and feed human enor 6 (2) x x See note 43. Table 5.1

PORV fails to opera 6 (23) x x x See notes 43 and 44
7 (6) Table 5.1

PORY block valve closed 7 (1) x x See note 45. Table 5.1

SAFEGUARDS ACTUATION
SIGNALS

l

Failure of AFW automatic 6.10 3 x x
initiation logic

t >
! 1 EME2GENCY BORATION
! u

liuman Error

I:ailure to perform (initiate) 11 23 x x,

l c. Aigecy boration
!

- Hardware

Valves

Local fault of one valve results (3)
in system failure

, Control circuit fault of one
I1 x x x See n te 59. Tab c 5.1

i -

valve disables sy .em

Power cable to one salve fails.,

! disabling system
,

Notes: 1. See general notes 1.2 and 3 in the Plant Specific Modifier section accompanying Table 5.1.
2. Importance estimates in parentheses are those which are sensitive to plant design variations, and so have a reference to a PSM in the Comments column.

|

|
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Table A.I

Inspection Items by System (Cont'd)

Inspection Matrix

Lic. Oper.
TrainingI

Rep. Import.
Event Description Sequence Est. I 2 Ops. Serv. Maint. ISITI'est Calib. EOPs Comments

EMERGENCY BORAT10N
(Cont'd)

Pumps
See notes 57 and 58

Failure of boric acid transfer 11 (2) x x x
Table 5.I

pump to provide sufficient
flow

, See note 56. Table 5.1x
Maintenance of charging pumps iI (2)-

REACTOR PROTECTION
SYSTEM

Failure of RPS 11 28 x x x x
>
8 x

~

Failure of manual scram Ii 17 x x x
d

1. See general notes I.2 and 3 in the Piant Specific Modifier section accompanying Table 5.1.
2. Importance estimates in parentheses are those which are sensitive to plant design variations, and so have a reference to a PSM in the Commenes column.

Notes:

_ . _ _ _ _ . , . - . . . .. . . . . -.
- - _ .

. _ . _

. _ . . _ _ .
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APPENDIX H

PREPARATION OF A P1 ANT SPECIFIC INSPECTION PIAN

The focus of the inspection should be determined at :he outset of the preparation. The team
leader should decide if the inspection should be conducted u:Ing an accident sequence basis, a
system / component approach or a combination of both. Each has inneient strengths and weaknesses.
The accident sequence approach is an in depth review with a relatively narrow focus that requires
extensive preparation, a detailed plant specific knowledge and operationally oriented inspectors that are
also familiar with risk based techniques. Ilowever, the accident sequence context can provide
encrational insights that might otherwise be overlooked. The system / component framework generally
provi: a broader scope of inspection items and requires lers specialized personnel. The PRA input
is usually limited to basic event rankings. The inspectors develop their own lines of inquiry using the
Chapter 2515 inspection procedures (Ref. 2), their experience, plant / industry history and previous
inspection coverage. Findings are primarily related to hardware.

Tables D.1 and 2 summarire the development process of the accident sequence and component ;

oriented approaches, respectively. The accident sequence basis involves a simulation of selected '

sequences, either in the control room at a simulator or in the plant for remote actions, using an off duty,
licensed crew._ The selection of the accident sequences can be based on previous inspection coverage, |
operational history and/or the plant-specific sequence importance rankings. Within each sequence, the I
contributing component failures or human actions are ranked based on importance values derived from |
the contributing PRAs and plant specific input These basic events are examined within the context of

|ihe addent sequence. For ewnp!c:
4

Arc human actions proceduralized, timely and effective? Is the operator familiar with*

the success criteria for the mitigating or recovery functions? For example, is the
operator aware of any time limitations for the initiation of bleed and feed? Are there
combinations of PORVs and ilPSI pumps that will result in successful decay heat
removal?

Is there a reasonable assurance of system / component operability under accident
*

conditions? For example,if the PORVs are not bench tcated at rated conditions, the
viability of bleed and feed is suspect, and there is a concerti that a PORY may not reset
(small 1,0CA inillator).

Do degraded plant conditions permit access to remottly operated equipment? Are
*

recovery actions feasible?

Sections 4 and 5 provide detailed guidance, including plant specific accident sequence rankings
(for inspection scoping purposes), accident sequence descriptions (for the development of the
simulations), and basic event importance values (for inspection prioritiration).

-The system / component focus is the more traditional inspection approach. As before, the
inspection scope can be based on plant operating history, previous inspection coverage and/or PRA-
based system or component rankings. Although the representative accident sequences c;m be reviewed
and prioritized for background, the risk based information is primarily used as a screening tool to rank
the inspection items. The inspection plan is generally less prescriptive and defers, to a large extent, to

i the inspection expertise of the team.

B1
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Appendix A provides the necessary information to develop plant specific system / component
based laspection guidance for Westlighouse or combustion Engineering PWRs. Table A.1 is an
inspection matrix that combines thr, failures of the cleven representative sequences. Guidance is
prosided for the development of p' ant specific importance estimates for plant features that are risk
rcnsitive. Recommended areas ofirspection are also included, derived from the PRA failure males and
the Chapter 2$15 inspection proccc utes.

The accident sequence and component oriented approaches can also be combined. The hybrid
inspection combines the accident sequence and component oriented approaches. As illustrated by the
Fort Calhoun Station inspection (Section 2.2), selected acaident sequences are simulated in conjunction i

with a component oriented inspection and provide a balance between the narrow focus sequence
oriented approach, and the broad, less PRA. intensive, component based inspection.

The findings and observations developed during the course of a PRA based inspection should bev
referenced to the existing body of NRC regulations,if possible. This should be straightforward for theg_
system / component approach, but may be less so for an accident sequence oriented inspection.

The importance of a particular NRC concern may not be obvious to the licensec and should be
. put in context. The utility management should be provided with the necessary background information
to allow them to assess the relevance of the finding to their plant. This is especially important if the
utility does not have any in house PRA expertise.

I
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Table B.1
The Formulat|on of an Accident Sequence Based Inspection Plan

1. Develop Plant Specific Ranking of the Representative Accident Sequences

Use Appendix A (Table A.1) and plant specific design and operating information-

If no information is available, leave sequence ranking as highly important-

Cull inappropriate sequences-

include additional plant features that can prevent or mitigate the sequence-

2. Formulate inspection Scope

Choose the accident sequences of interest based on:-

plant specific importance ranking*

previous plant / industry experiencea

previous inspection coverage and findings*

3. Develop Plant Specific Basic Event (Component Failurc/Iluman Error) Rankings

Use Appendix A (Table A.1) and detailed plant specific information-

4. Develop Simulations for the Selected Sequences

Use the accident sequence descriptions of Appendix A and plant specific-

design / operating information
Emphasize the risk important events of step 3, above-

Examine events in the context of the accident sequence-

human actions timely?a

proceduralized?
effective?

component availability reasonable assurance of success **

For example,1) can an MOV be closed under interfacing system LOCA conditions, or 2) is there*

adequate DC voltage for MOV operation under station blackout conditions?

B3
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Table B.2
The Formulation of an Event Based Inspection Plan

(Component Failures and Human Errors)

1. Develop Plant Specific Ranking of Systems, Components and Human Errors

Use Appendix A (Tabic A.1) and plant specific design / operating information-

If no plant spcific information is availabic, use the average importance value, as listed-

Cull inappropriate systems, components and human errors-

2. Formulate inspection Scope

Select important systems or basic events (i.e., pumps, valves, human errors)-

Plant specific system or basic event importance rankiny-

Previous plant / industry experience (including precursor studies and NPRDS)-

Previous inspection coverage and findings-

3. Use Basic Event importance to Prioritize inspection items

Inspection matrix (Table A.1) provides ranking and general areas for inspection-

Detailed inspection activitics primarily based on the inspector's experience, plant history, nuclear-

industry events and get.cric NRC concerns

Table B.3
Sources of Plant Specific Design and Operating information*

P&lD drawings
System Description or training manuals
Technical specifications
FSAR sections

Operations procedures (normai, abnormal and emergency)
Maintenanec/ surveillance procedures

Records of system modifications
Records of system maintenance

The systems and/or procedures of interest are dependent on the inspection basis (accidenti

sequence or component) as well as the proposed scope.

B4
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